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END-LOSSES FROM MIRROR MACIDNES 

John .E. Roberts anci Marlene L. Carr 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory., University of California· .. , 
Livermore, California·· 

ABSTRACT 

This report P.escribes a.theoretical treatment of the loss of plasmas 

from the end.s of magnetic mirror machines, based on .the Fokker-Planck 

equation. The plasma losses are described in terms of the evolution in 

time of distributio.n functions. 

Some supplementary calculations based on these distribution functions 

.are also made. These include charge'-exchange reaction rates and fusion 

reaction .rates for the DD and DT reactions,; 

A - PHYSICAL PART 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For ~he past several years Dr. Richard F. Post and his research g:t;oup 

have been studying a proposed .device called the mirror machine, whose· 

l?urpose is the production of controlled thermonuclear power. The mirror· 

machine is pictured a.s containing a completely ionized heavy:-hydrogen plasma 

. heated to hundreds of millions of degree.s. In the simplest conception of the 

devic.e the containment of the plasma is to be ac·complished by means of a 
. . 

solenoidal magnetic field modified by regions of increased field .strength, the 

so-called magnetic :O:iirrors, at the .ends .of the niachine. 

The charged particles of the plasma move along· the field line.s in spiral 

trajectories between the two mirrors. At the niirrors sonie of tl~em. are 

... , ... 
···work was performed under auspices of ·the u .. S. Atoniic Energy Commission. 
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reflected back into the central ·regio;n·whil!'! ... :Qthers pass through and are 

lost out the ends of the machine. · Specifically, those particles are reflected 

whose spiral trajectories have a pitch a;ngle 9 in the central region of the 

machinethat is greater than a c.ertain .critical angle determined by the mirror 

ratio R (the ratio of the field strength in the mirror to the field strength 

in the central region). This critical angle is given by 
1 

· e>- • 9 1 
Sln ....- Sln R = .r.;-

liR 
(1) 

In this report we have assumed that the plasma is initially composed 

only of particles with pitch angles greater than the critical angle·; such an 

initial state can be realized; 'for example·,. by injecting all the particles in.to the 

machine at the sam·e angle. According to the simple· adiabatic .theory often 
. . 1 

applied to such containment problems, the particles wou:ld then remain in 

the machine indefinitely. However, their mutual Coulomb interactions can 

re.sult in the loss of particles by means of scattering into trajectories that 

do npt have reflections at .the mirrors. 2 

The basic theory of this proce.ss has been worke.d out by Rosenbluth, 

3 4 5 . 
MacDonald, and Judd ' ' and has been used by them and by other authors 

1
R. F. Post, UCRL-4231 {1954). 

2
The loss of initially r~flected' partic~es as a result of nonadiabatic effects 

has beeri treated by Garren, Henrich, Northrop,. Riddell, and Smith, TID-7536 

(pt. 2) Book 1 of 2 (1957) and in Garren, Riddell, Smith, Bing, Roberts, 

Northrop, and Henrich, Proceedings .of the Second United Nations International 

Conference on the Peaceful Use.s of Atomic Energy '(Geneva, 1958). (Also 

UCRL- !5076). Broadly speaking,. the ·chief nonadiabatic .effect is a moderate 

increase of the critical pitch angle beyond the value given by Eq. (1). 
. . . . .· . 

3 
Judd, MacDonald, and Ros.enbluth, W>ASH-289 (1955). 

4 
M. N. Rosenbluth, TID-7503 (1955). · 

5 
Rosenbluth, MacDonald, and Judd, Phys .. Rev. 107, 1 (1957). 
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b . 1 6, 7, 8 d .. to o ta1n numerica estimates of the end-loss rates an to carry out 

a closely re.lated relaxation calculation~ 9 In this report ~e shall. give a 

brief exposition of this theory and then .review-both old and new mime rica! 

results based upon it . 

II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF THE ROSENBLUTH-MACDONALD-JUDD 

THEORY IN THIS TREATMENT OF THE END-LOSS PROBLEM 

The loss rate through the mirrors can easily be calculated if we know 

the evolution in time of the particle distribution functions fi, where the 

subscript .i distinguishes b'etween.the various particle ·species. This evolution· 

i's described by the Boltzmann equation: 

fJf. 
_1_+ 
at v· v f.+ 

- 1 
( 2} 

where (fJf./fJt} denotes the time rate of change of f. resulting from collisions, 
1 c 1 

and where F = e(E +:!... xB ). 

Because the Boltzmann equation as it stands in Eq. (2) :ls .too complicated 

for numerical treatment, various simplifying assumptions are rr:a.tle in the 

Ro:ile.nbluth-MacDonald-Judd The,ory. 

These assumptions are: 

l. '!'he length of the rna chine is much larger than the length of the 

mirrors, so that most of the particle interactions take place in the 

central region. Consequently, -we do not nee.d to solve the Bolttzmann 

--· ....... ·---.. --.. -·-·-··-·--·--·---
6Bing, Judd, MacDon·ald, and Ros.enbluth, TID-7503 '(1955). 

7 
Garren, Riddell,. Smith, Bing, Roberts,· Northrop and Henrich, 

Proceedings of the Second United Nations International C1onference on the 

Peac~ful uses of-Atomic .Energy (Geneva, 1958). (Also U<;:R.L-8076). 

8 J. E .. Roberts, UCRL-5132 (1958). 

9MacDonald, Ros.enbluth, and Chuck, Phys. Rev. 107, 350 (1957). 
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equation in the mirror. regions, :where the dependence of the field ori · 

position-' would introduce great complications.· 

2. The radius of the machine is·inuch larger than the Lar-mor radius 

of the particles. This means that the distribution· functions are 

azimuthally and radially invariant, and, as is .shown in Appendix· 

A-1, that v x B ; t;' £: = 0. 
- - ·v 1 

3. The :mean f:t'ee path Of the partide~ ·i~ much la.L·g.:n than the le11.gth 

of the machine, so that particles scattered into· lo~~ L'rajedo:t·ies 

disappear from the plasma immediat-=-ly, €'v€'n if thP. Rr.;:~.t.t.P.ring 

occurs deep inside the machine. · The distribution functions are 

therefore independent of position along magnetic field lines in the 

.central region of the machine. This result, together with assumption 

2 and its consequences, implies that '1/ f. = 0 .. It also implies· 
- 1 

that the .electric field E is negligibly small throughout the central 

region. 

It is .now clear that Eq. (2) reduces to 

8fi =(8fi) 
at at ' 

c 
(3) 

which means that the evolution of:'the distr.itution Junction.s can be calculated 

by evaluating the collision term ·of the Boltzmann equation. The ionic and 

elec.tronic Boltzmann equations are coupled together by the collision terms, 

but the ion-electron collisions have a much smaller effect on the ion motions 

than the ion-ion collisions as long as T./T << m./in , 10 
which is very large 

. · 1 e 1 e 

(T and m des.ignate temperature and particle rna ss). We can the.refore 

10
This condition is easily deducible from Eqs. (29) and (35) of reference 15. 

... 
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neglect the ion-electron collisions and solve the ionic Boltzmann equation 

separately. 

Even though the ion-electron .collisions are negligible·, the electrons do 

have three important effects .. First, they cancel the space charge, making 

poseible the vanishing of the electric field in the central region. Second, they 

shield the ions from each other, which results l.n an upper limit equal to the 

Debye shielding length for the ionic impci.ct parameters. Third, they change 

. ll 
the effective mirror ratio, as has been sh.own by Allan Kaufman, because if 

· T. is not much greater thean T ,- the electrons initially go out the ends faster 
. 1 e 

than the ions, which creates a space charge and a resulting electric field. 

This field is restricted to the mirror regions and so does not spoil our 

earlier conclusion that E vanishes in .the central region. Kaufman has shown 

that the electric field increases the critical loss angle for the ions and 

decreases it for the electrons. This process continues until the loss rates 

are the same for both ions and electrons. Kaufman's expressions for the 

effective mirror ratios are 

I { . kT [4+i ln(T./T )] } 
R. (W.) = R 1 + . e W. 1 e ' 

1 : 1 . 1 . 

J
J, kTe [4+~ ln(T. JTeij} 

Re (We) = R. ~ We . ' 

(4) 

where W is the energy of the partiGular ion .or electron. According to Eqs. 

(4),. the effective mli.rror ratio is a function of W. Although our calculation 

assumes R to be independent of W, it becomes valid inthe limit where 

T < < T. . F:urthermore, we shall see later on that the loss rate is not 
e 1 

especially sensitive to the mirror ratio if the mirror ratio is sufficiently 

large. We .should therefore expect our calculations to be approximately 

11 l 

A. N. Kaufman, TID-7520 (Pt. 2) (1956), p. 3187. 
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valid if the electron temperature is smal~ (though not so small as to make 

ion-electron collisions important) or if the mirror ratio is large. 

IlL THE FOKKER- PLANCK EQUATION 

In plasmas of thermonuclear interest the particle densities are· so low 

(--lOll to 10
14 

particles/cm
3

) and the particie energies so high (--10 kev to 

1 Mev) that the mean potential energy between the particles is much less than 

their mean kinetic energy. Under these conditions the cross section for the 

deflection of a particle through a large angle by means of a series of small-

angle C·oulomb interactions is about twenty or thirty times as large as the · 

cross se·ctiori for such ·a deflection by means of·a single large-angle inter

action. 
12 

It is thereiore the distant rather than the close encounters between 

particles that are the most important; most of the scattering of single particles 

is produced by encounters for which the impact parameter is much larger than 

the mean interparticle distance. 

The collision term in the Boltzmann equation is usually taken to be the 

integral 

(5) 

in which the fl.rst term is the probability that two particles with initial 

velocities v1 and v 2 will undergo a collision leading to final velocities v 
3 

and v 4 ·, the second term is the probability of the corresponding inverse 

collision, a(n) is the differential scattering cross section, and dn is the 

differential of solid angle. (The velocities ~ 
3 

and v 
4 

are of course functions 

l2 . . 
Lyman Spitzer, Jr., Physics of Fully Ionized Gases (Inters.cience 

Publishers Inc., New York, 1956), pp. 66-78. 

13 
See for example S. Chapman and T. G. Cowling, The Mathematical 

Theory of Non- Uniform Gases (Cambridge, London, 1939). 
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of v1, v 2 and the two angles involved ip O.) This expression is derived 

from the premise that the encounters consist of isolated two-p~rticle inter-. 

actions, uninfluenced by the presence of other particles, as is the case when 

the particles interact through short-range forces. But with Coulomb forces 

'and with low densities and high temperatures we have seen that the most 

important collisions are those with impact parameters much larger than 

the mean interparticle distance, so that most of the time each particle is 

interacting with many other particles .simultaneously. The net force of 

i nteractioh is then continuous, small~ and rapidly fluctuating; in fact, many 

flu:ctuations .take place during periods in which the particle velocities :chang·e 

only infinitesimally. Under these conditions it i-s m~re appropriate to describe 
. . . 

the collisions .by a diffusion-like· term than by an in~egral of.the form (5). 

Such a description is give:q. by the Fokker-Planck equation
14

• .:5 

(6) 

in which v. is the i th. component of particle velocity i~ Cartesian c·oordinates, 
1 

.6-vi is the chang~ in vi resulting from the interactions during a unit of time, 

a.nd.the brackets()indir.ri.tP. thP. P.xpectation value o;f the enclosed expressions. 

The unit of time is taken to be large compar-ed with' the fluctuation time of 

the ·interaction and small compared with the macroscopic time scale. 

IV. EVALUATION OF THE EXPECTATION VALUES 

Consider a single particle p (the "scattered 11 particle) for which we wish 

to calculate the.expectation values ~v) and ~vi.6.vj)· We simply average 

14 
S. Chandrasekhar, Rev. Mod. ·Phys. 15, 1 (1943J, pp. 31-33. 

15G . . N as1orow1cz, eumann, and Riddell, Phys. Rev. 101, 922 (1956). 
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6.v. and t:w;·'6.v. over all velocitie$ of the-particles that interact with p 
1 1 J 

(the "scattering" particles) and over.all scatterir1g angles as follows:
5 

~v\ = jf(v')dvt }<ill a(v , O)v 6.v. 
" ~ -, - r r 1 

. ( 7) 

/~v..6.v~= jf(v'). dv1 J<illa (v , O)v ti.v.6.v ., 
~ :·.1 V · · - ""::' · r r 1 · J 

where~·' is the velocity of the scattering particle..~ vr = I.!'-~ 1· is its :$.peed 
. ' . . . 

relative to the scattered particle, Q is the scattering solid angle, and 

a(v , 11) is the differential scattering cross section. r . 

We average 6.v. and 6.v.6.v; qver the scattering angles in the center-
. 1 . 1 J . 

of-mass system, becau,se in that system collisions result merely in simple 

rotations of the relative velocitY vector. In the averaging we also use the 

Coulomb differential scattering cross section,,. 

a(v r' !l) = ( e 
4

/4m; v:) sin -
4 ~ ' 

where m is the reduced mass and 8 is the scattering angle in the center
r 

of-mass systern. We then transform to the lab'oratory frame and average 
I 

/ ', 
overthev~locities to obtain expressions for the expectation values ~"·V 

and 4vi~v)) . 

In all the scattering calcula~ions of this paper we assume that both 

tb.e scattered and the scattering particles are the same kind. Then the 

velocity of the scattered particle is given by 

v=V+.!_ 
- 2 v 

r 

where v is the velocity of the scattered particle relative to the scattering 
r 

( 8) 

(9) 

particle an.d Y._ is the velocity of the center-of-mass. V remains unchanged 

in .a :collision so that 

6.v = 1. ~v 
2 r 

(10) 

•• 
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We choose the unit vectors .,S_, 21, 1 of the center-of-mass frame to be 

~
V· V. Vk') __ £=~,_.:I..~ . 

. v v v 
· r r r 

v 
.r 

( 

v . 
:...; rJ 

:.!1. :- 2 . 2 2 
(v . + v .. ) 

rJ n 

r _ · ( v ri v rk 
2 - 2 2 - ' 

v (v ·. + v . ') 2 

r n rJ. 

-v . 
r1 

2 2 -
(v.+v.) 2 

n rJ. 

v .v k 
J.'"J r 

'2 2 -
v {v . + v . ) 2 

r n rJ . 

' . 

2 z.!. 
(v .. + v . ) 2 

r1: rJ 

2 2 i ) -(v . + v . ) 
__ r_l __ r_,J'---- = i x ..!1 , 

v 
r 

and then obtain the£. , 21 , and 1 components of 6.v from an inspection of 

Fig. 1: 

· 1 . 2 e 
6.v~= 2 6.vr£=-vrsm 2 , 

6.v 
1 

6.v sin 
e· e 

cos <I>' -2 = - v 2 cos-,., r11 r 2· 

1 
Av 

e e 
sin cj>. 6.v =- = v sin 2 cos 2 t;, 2 rt;,· r 

We thenintegrate Eqs. (12), (13), and (14) over e.and cp and obtain 

/,c;.v~. =Jdna(v,fl)v 6.vt. 
" £,4 ,h r r '=> >· '1'. I 

. (11) 

! 

(12) 

(~3) 

(14) 

8=,. cp= 2'11' . 
= r f sin 8d8d<j) 

~= 0 cp= 0 
(

e 4 /4m 2 v 4 .) .sin - 4 
·r r 

e ~ .. 2 e) 
2. ·. \v r s1n 2 

(2 
.4/ 2 2) .- - ,. e m v 

r r 

and 

1 
. e 

n Sln-
2 

(15) 

(16) 

·It is. apparent from Eq. (15) that ~v£ )e~<j). ·will diverge unless we cut off 

the integration. at small scattering angles. We make the cutoff at a minimuin 
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. ' 

MUL-10277 

Fig. l. Diagram showing kinematics o! an elastic 
scattering in the cEmt~r-of-.mass Cartesian system.. 

.. 

. .. 
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angle e that corresponds to a collision parameter .eq~al to the Debye 
.m 

length A. 
0

. We assume that inter·actions between particles at distances 

. greater than A. D are completely shielded by the plasma. We now have 

h"' ( 4 22) 2· "vve. cj> ·= - 21T e /.mr v r .ln em . 

W D 1 2/e d 1 . d 'b db s . 12 b .. e set equa to an eva uate 1t as. escr1 e y p1tzer, o ta1n1ng 
m 

2 
D =-e-

m 

2 1/2 . 
where the bar denotes "mean value of' 1 and A. D = (kT/41Tne ) , n be1ng the 

electron density. 

The quantity D, which is proportional to the ratio of the De bye length 

' h 1 . 1 d' f 1 h 2(.1.. 2 . 1\. D to t e mean c ass1ca 1stance o c osest approac e .
2 

·. m v , 1s a . r r 

(17) 

(18) 

very large number in the cases of thermonuclear interest- so large, in fact, 

that ln D will be approximately twenty to thirty. 
12

. Since D appears only 

logarithmically in .the equations for ~v~> and ~vi L::.v ~' the precise value 

of D is relatively unimportant and we take both kT and m v 
2 

to be proportional 
· r r 

to the mean energy of the plasma. 

We evaluate the ~v~ •. Tl• s 6.v g, Tl• s) e, cj> similarly by integrating 

6.vt r 6.vt . r ·over dn as indicated in .Eq. (8). The off-diagonal terms 
'::>• Tl• '=> "'' Tl• '=> . 

vanish because of the integrations over cj>. Integration of the diagonal terms 

yields 

4vs6.vVe,cp = ~e4/m;vr 

~v ~L>v ~' <j>o ~h Av ;,)e, <I> o t e 4/m; v r) [(!riD) - i J. 
Ignoring the nonlogarithmic terms with respect to ln D, we obtain 

(19) 
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We _now transform. to the l~_.~oratory, f_r~me _of referenc~ by ~ean~ of 

the relations 

) 
.. 

L:::..v = . ~. a, <I>. 

· /L::..v. L::..v ~ =.~ (a ._- i)(a · ·j ) ~v 2~ ~ 1 j/ L - - - - ~ a ~ a, <I> a a, <I> 

obtaining 

(6v.) = .- (2rr e 
4

v 1 . .i._(m1.z v_ T'3') ln D 1 
"'- l I 8, <j> 

<.~. V 1. 6.vJ."-/l. a·, <j> = ~TT ~4lnD/~ 2
y ·

3
) (v 2

o. ·"" v .v .) , . r r r lJ :n r J . . . . . . 

We si~plify Eqs.(20)by noting that vr =J> (vi-vi1
)
2

and obt_ain 

/6v. L::..v ·> = r ~ 1 J . e, <I> . 

·.D2 . .v 
r 

av. Ov. ·' 
1 J 

1· I 2. 1 I 2 where r r:: rre lnD n1 :::: 4rre lnD lii • 
. · r 

We then .substitute Eqs. (21) and Eqs. (7) and (8) and get 

where 

2 
8 g 
av.av. 

1 J 

h(v) ~ Jdv'f(v ')/vr ~ J d,;' f(y_'l ~I: (y vi )
2 

g(v) = Jnv' f(::_;')vr =·Jdv·~ f(v·1
) ~L(vi- vi) 2 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

{23) 

(24) 

{2S) 
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And finally we substitute Eqs. (22) and (23) into Eq. (6) and obtaLn 

(26) 

which expresses the Fokker-Planck equation as· an integ·ro-differential 

equation explicit in terms of the distribution function. 

V. THE CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION 

In applying Eq. (26) ·to the end-loss problem we may capitalize ·on the 

cylindrical symmetry of the mirror machine to effect some simplification. 

We introduce ·the coordinates v, fJ.• <j> into Eq. (26), where v =~= v~ and 
. . . . . 1 

1 

fJ. = v /v = cos 8 (as before, 8 is the pitch angle between the particle velocity z 

and the magnetic fi~ld axis, and <j> is the azimuthal angle of the velocity), 

and obtain an equation in term·s o.f v and fJ.: 

"(27) 

The transformation fro:m Eq. (26)·to Eq. (27) may be accomplished by 

the extremely tedious process of directly substituting spherical coordinates 

into. Eq. (26) or by the less involved,. but. still tedious, method giv~n in 

reference 5. In going from Eq. (26) to Eq. (27) we also use relaLion8 

obtained by differentiating Eqs. (24) and (25) and noting a formal similarity 



with potential theory:. 

.,14·-> 

. '<~. 
12 \j .2 g = y ~ = h ' 

v . <::\" 2. 
1 uV.· · 1 . 

D
2 h-- 4 f v - 1T • 

v 

UCRL 5651-T 

Because solutions independent· of specific injection .energies or specific 

particle densities were c;:I:esired, Eq. (27) was converted into the form 

+ [(1 ..: f:L 2) 2 G .. - p.(l -v· 2) G + (1 - f:L 2) G . J F 
2x 4 f:Lf:L 2x 4 f:L .. 2x 3 x f:Lf:L 

1 
G + 2 
.f:L X 

+ :: p.(l - ~ ) . G . + 1 G 
[ 

. 2 

2x .. f:Lf:L x 4 f:L 

by the substitution of 

(1- f:L 2 ) . J . 
.:.....__....,!-;----"'-- G - ~ G F. 

3 f:LX 3 X f:L 
X X 

v 
x.=-' v 

f . r:1 
F =. A ' G = 1 ' and T = rAt,. 

0 

where v , f, and A are defined as follows: v is the speed of the particles 
0 0 

at the in.iection .ene.rgy E and is given by 

v =~2E/m . 
0 

The .distribution function f :is .defined in such a way that 

00 

J 
0 

. 2. 
f(p., v)dcpdfJ. v ~v ~ n, 

where n is the particle density .. · .. A is a. normalizing factor such-that 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

"(31) 

(3 2) 

(33) 
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(34) 

By means of Eqs. (3l)t (32), and (34), solutions. of Eq. (30) .may be interpreted 

in.terms of actual elapsed time as a function of the initial particle density n t 
.o 

the initial distribution function F
0

, and the injection energy E. 
00 f.l. 

The different numerical value of the integral J J R F0 (f.l.,x)d~x: 2dx that 
0 -f.l. 

arises from each different initial distribution function R F requires a different . 0 

normalization factor A and consequently a different conversion factor from T 

to actual time t for each initial distribution that we consider. However, to 

facilitate the direct comparison of elapsed .times in the various results pre-

.sented in Part A of this report, all· T 's have been adjusted s.o that they may 

be converted to actual time by means of the relation 

. 10 
t = l. 000 X 10 

(1. 000 + 0.1019 log;Ee- 0. 0340 log n
0

) 
·-- T n 

0 

(35) 

where tis in seconds, n is in particles/cm
3

, and E and E (the mean electron 
o e 

eilergy) are in kilovolts. The T in Eq. (35) is not the same a·s any of the T 's 

used in the actual computational work discussed in Part B, which were obtained 

directly from Eqs. (31), (32), and (34). A derivation of the relationship oft 

to the various T 's, which differ only by numerical factors from Eq. (35)~ is 

given in Appendix A- 2 ~ 

Equation (30) was then .solved numeric~lly subject to the conditions 

F(~,x} symmetric in ±:f.!., and F(f.!.,X) = 0 for ~.f.i..R.' where· from Eq. (1} 
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f.LR = cos 9R = ~.(R-; 1)/R .. (36) 

'· Most of the calculations were made with an initial distribution sUb-

stituted into -Eq. (30), ·but some were also made· with Eq. (30) modified by 
' . . . 

the addition of a source function in .order to study the .effects of continuously 

injecting plasma into a mirror machine. 

Equa.tion (30) was solved by two diffP.rent methods, one of Which was 

more accurate .than the other. The more accurate cal.c.n.lations will be 

referred to as the unseparated solutions, arid the less accurate calculations 

as the s~parated solution·s. The results from both methods will he discussed 

because the major part of the less accurate results were not recalculated 

by the more accurate method, and because those re.sults that were recalculated 

were· in qualitative agreement. Until an IBM Model 704 aigital computing 

machine became available, the time requirement for an unseparated numerical 

solution of Eq. (30) was prohibitive. 

VI. THE SEPARATED SOLUTION:;) 

In .the separated solutions the integral G(f.L,x) = JFx dx 1 was assumed . . .. r 

to be independent of f.L·. This assumption was intended to imply that F(~ 1 ). 

was independent of f.L 1 o~y for the integral G. 

were all equal to zero, and. Eq. (30) became 

Then G , G , and G 
f.l . f.lf.l ·f.LX 

(oF) . 2 1 1 ~ 2 J Gx F = 47r F. + z G , ·.F.·-+----, G F + (1.- f.L )F - 2f.LF - 3 I C . . .-cv.; :X.X x" X X iJ.iJ. fl· 2x 
(37) 

The further assumptions w:ere made,that F(f.L,x,T) = M(x,T)S(f.L) and that 

F
2 M 2S 1 ·. . . f . bl = x to perm1t a separation o vari~ es: 

. . 

2x3 t_l_ (aM) -4rr M2- .!_ • 
G M 8T 2. 

X C 
M~ 

(38) 
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Setting the constant of separation equal to - A. yielded 

(39) 

and 

(40) 

which is Legendre's Equation, where A. = v(v + 1). ' 

For integral values -Of v Eq. (40) may be solved in terms of a linear 

combination of Legendre polynomials of the first and second kinds. Appli~ 

cation of the boundary conditions, with the additional requirement that 

S(O) = 1, gives the result that for v even the solution to Eq. (40) is the 

appropriately normalized Legendre polynomial of the first kind, while 

for v odd it is the appropriately normalized Legendre polynomial of the 
. . 

second kind. Where S(f.L) = 0 (i.e., at the first root of eac4 polynomial), 

f.1 = f.LR , .and hence through Eq. (36) there is a .relation between v brA. 

and the mirror ratio, R. 

Table 1. A COMPARISON OF THE SEPARATION CONSTANT A. 

WITH THE RECIPROCAL OF LCXJ R 

A. 
Solution to F.ir·st root 

R= 
1 1 

\1. Eq. (4b) of solution -2- log R 
f.LR 1-f.LR 

0 0 p (f.L) ---- ---- ----0 .. 

2 1 ( -l>pl (f.L) 0.83 3.27 1. 95 
I 

6 2 (-})P2(f.1) 0.58 1. 51 5.59 
3 I 

12 3 (2) 0 3 (f.L) 0.43 1. 23 11. 3 

20 4 (~)P4(~) 0.34 1.13 18. 7 

30 5 c{f >os(f.L) 0. 28 L 08 30.3 

'-
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In Table 1, . comparison of A. with the corresponding. mirror ratio 

shows that A.· is approximated within about ten percent or less. by the 

relation 

A. ~ lo~ R (41) 

( 

wherelog·denote.s logarithm to the bas_e 10. Because most of the mirror 

ratios considered here corresponded to A. •s·that were· not related to 

integral-~alued v 's, Eq. (41) wa:s used to. give· interpolated or extrapolated 

values of A.. For these values of A., S(f.!) was repres~nted by an approxi'mate 

R oh.1ti.nn, 

'5(~) • a {1- ex{ ~(~R-J,~J ~} 
where a= (i- .. e-f3f.l.R )-l . Equation (42) was approximately fitted ·to the 

solution of Eq .. (40) by matching derivatives at fJ.R: 

S(f.!) - lt_ . = 0 
f.l.-rR 

. -13(f.!R- Ill\) ·' al3 exp r 

II·'·' ::: p . ..l{= - r'tf\ • 

Substitution·Of Eqs. (43), (44), · ahd (45) into Eq. (40) gave 

from which 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

The approximate angular distribution function S(f.!) could then be represented 

as a function of the mirror ratio R by the substitutiol'l: of Eq. (47) into Eq. 

(42). F:j.gure 2 is a comparison of the approximate angular solution given 
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A.PPROXI MATE 
s (fL) 
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Fig. Z. Comparison of the solution of Eq. (40) !or 
>.. = 2, S(j.L} = (-1)~ {!-1)• with the approximate S(tJ.) 
given by Eq. (42). · · 
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by Eq. (42) with the solution of Eq. (40) for the case A. = 2. The two 

. functions on the average differ by about 9 o/o. For larger mirror ratios;; 

.the difference should diminish since for very large R each of the two 

functions approaches a horizontal straight line at S(p.) = L 000. 

Equation (42) was converted to a difference equation and solved numeri

cally with an initial distribution M
0

(x) =. exp [ -H)(x- 1)
2 J .and with values 

of A. corresponding to m~rror ratios of 3. 3, 10, and 100. 

VII. SEPARATED SOLUTIONS WITH A SOURCE FUNCTION 

As mentib.ned previously some calculations were made with Eq. (30) · 

modified by the addition of a sp11rce function in order to !?tudy the effect 

of continuously injecting plasma into the mirror machine. These calcu-

lations were made only in the separated- solutions approximation. With 

the addition of a source function Eq. (30) became 

. (oF )· = 41T F2 + .!._ G F +[(1 -p.2) 
a-r 2 xxxx 2 

S C, . . X 

(48). 

+ [(l-p.
2
). G - _L G +-1

- G JF. 
2 

J . f.lf.l 3 .IJ. 2 X . X 
· X X X 

+ [- p.(l-fJ.
2

) G . + _l G - (l-p.
2

) G - ~ G JF +w(x, p.,T ), 
., 4 f-Lf-1 4 p. 3 p.x 3 x . p. s 
"X X · JC X 

where W(x, p.,Ts) represented the sou11ce function .. 

Because the initial particle density n was. assumed to be zero, T 
. p . ~ 

could not be related to the time tin the manner of Eq. (35). Consequently 

T was related to the time by means of the injection current density J 
s 

through the equations 

• 
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t(R= 2) = 
. 3 [ . . E3/4 

3
-t J . . . . 

2.92xl0 1 T . 
. · (1.000 + O.ldl9 logE~ -·0.0340 log nf2 ' s(R = 2), (49) 

. 3 [ . E3/4 3-i · . J 
t ( R - 10) = 4. 0 5 X 10 - . T s 

- . (1.000+ 0.101919g Ee- 0.0340.log n) 2 (R= 10). (50) 

A derivation: of Eqs. (49) and (50) is given in Appendix A.-3 .. 

. To permit separating the variables in Eq. (48), the source function 

W(x,·f-l· T ) was assumed to have the form W = K(x, T )S(f-l)· As in the . s s 

separation of variables in.Eq. (30), G , G , and G were ·Set equal to 
.~ . f-l f-lf-l f-lX 

zero, and F was assumed to be equal·to M(x;Ts)S(i.J,), with F 2 .= M
2
S;,d. 

Equation (48) was 'then separable into the Legendre equation, Eq. (40), and 

. G 
· 2 1 1 X 

4rr M + -
2 

G M + - 2 G M - --3 A. M + K(x, T ) 
XX. XX X X z . S 

X X 

(51) 

The source function, W, was assumed to be a delta function in x, and to be 

constant in time. Equation (51) was then .converted to a difference equation 

.and solved numerically for A.'s corresponding to mirror ratios of 2 and 10. 

The computations were carried out until steady- state .distributions were 

attained. 

VIII. THE UNSEPA.RATED SOLUTIONS 

The unseparated solutions were obtained by converting Eq. (30) to a 

difference 'equation and numerically solving it. Two qifferent initial 

distributions were U'Sed, 

and 

F (x) = 
o· 

e 
2 

-lO(x-1) 
2 

-lOOf-l e 

The distribution given by· Eq. (52) is called the normal mode distribution, 

(52) 

(53) 
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and the distribution given by Eq .. (53) is called the peaked-in-angle distribution. 

Both unseparated solution~ we.re calculated with X = 2, correspon.ding to a 

mirror ratio of 3. 3. Use of the peaked-in-angle initial distribution pe·r.-

mitted a study of the. effect of injecting the particles into the mirror machi:ne 

in an average diredi·~~ more nearly normal. to the magnetic field lin~s than 

was possible in the separated solutio.ns. The normal mode computation 

served to verify qualitatively the results of the separated solutions, its 
' . 

chief quantitative effect l;>eing to alter the apparent rate of loss of plasma 

from the mirror machin,e. 

IX. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF THE END-LOSS .CALCULATIONS: 

THE UNSEPARA'l'ED SOLUTIONS 

Figures 3A and 3B illustrate the evolution in time of the n.ormal mode 

unseparated solution. Figure 3A is a plot of the .distribution function for 

f.l. = 0 (i.e., at right angles to the magnetic field) versus the relative speed 

of the particle~. Figure .3B is .a plot of the .di stributip.n function at x = 1 

(representing the spe~d .at the peak of the initial distribution) versus J.l;·•· the 

cosine of the angle made by the particles with the magnetic field. Figure 

3B shows the time- evolving distribution function for only positive values of 

f.l.• but in.all cases the distribution function is symmetric about f.l. = 0. The 

Maxwell distribution containing the .same number of particles as tlie initial 

distribution is .also plotted in Figs. 3A and 3B for comparison purposes. 

As indicated by Fig~. 3A and 3B and the third column of Table 2, the 

normal mode distribution loses particles with the pas.sage of time with 'no 

essential change in the directional distribution. However, the speed dis-

tribution does show some chang.e' of shape. The distribution tends to 

changetoward a Maxwellian but is countered by the l/v
4 

dependence of the 
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T:A:;BLE 2. MEAN ENERGY x
2

, RELATIVE NUMBER OF PARTICLES '·~, 
;·· .. · 

:;1~:· ' . • . . . " ' . . .. 
,~]f LOSS RATE CONSTANT k, FOR UNSEPARATED NORMAL 

•, ,• 

MODE CALCULATION; R = 3. 3 

k k 
Calculated on Calculated on 

2 interval ~tarting interval between 
T X N with T = 0. 000 suc·ce·s·sive ·-r rs· · __ ......... ~,~, ............... ,_-·-

0.00000 1. 25 .L 00000 ----- -----
0.00964 1. 25 0.99658 0.356 0.356 

0.0371 1. 25 0.98757 0.340 0.333 

.U.llt6 1. 26 0. 9615 0.356 0. 36·1 

0. 255 1. 2S 0. 9131 . (). 3.7 3 0.387 

0.407 1. JO 0.8644 0.386 0.406 
\ 
') 0.560 l· 33 0. 8195 0.394 0. 414 

0.720 1. 36 0.7774 .0. 397 0. 413 

0.908 1. 40 0.7335 0.399 0.409 

particle scattering cross section.. The very low energy particles are almost 

immediately scattere~ through large angles arid lost from the· system through. 

the mirrors. 'As a consequence the number of low-energy particles is unable 

to build up to the Maxwellian level. At the high-energy end of the distributl.on. 

the scattering cross sections are mu~h lower and there is a diminished rate 

of change of velocHy, whether with regard to creating a high-energy Max-

wellian tail or to changing directions past the critical angle. As a result 

the high-energy particles tend to remain in the system while the low-energy 
.. 

ones tend to escape. TJ:lis effect results in an increase in the average energy 

2 
of the remaining particles as shown by the values of x given in the second 

column cif Table 2. 

Tabulated in the fourth and fifth columns of Table 2, and plotted 1n 
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Fig.· 4, is the apparent particle-loss reaction-rate constant k, calculated 

on the premise that the particle loss .is a second-order reaction, i.e., that 

(54) 

Taking the extrapolated value of k from Fig. 4 to be 0. 40, the containment 

half-life for the normal-mode plasma in a mirror machine of mirror ratio 

3. 3 is 
10 

T 1/2 = 2. 5 X lQ 

(R = 3· 3 ) (1. 000+ 0.1019 logE - 0. 0340 log n ) 
e o 

' 3/2 
E 

n 
0 

The extrapolation of the curve .of Fig. 4 that is used in Eq. (55) is not 

an .extrapolation to infinity. As time passes and the.mean.energy of the 

(55) 

reinaining particles continues to increase, the.~ rate .constant will approach 

zero. The fifth column of Taple 2, plotted with crosses in .Fig. 4, shows 

that the more nearly instantan~ous values of the apparent loss-rate constant 

are .already starting to decrease. For purposes of estimating the .time 

required for the loss of the first SO% of the initial !iistribution a value of k 

. of about 0 .. 4 .appears to be nearly c.orrect. 

Figures SA and SB illustrate the evolution in time of the unseparated 

peaked-in-angle .distributioh. Figures 5.A and SB ~llustrate the same aspects 

of the peaked-,in-angle distribution as were displayed in ~igs .. 3A and 3B for 

the normal mode. There is relatively little .chang~ of shape .in the speed 

distribution until the directional distribution .spreads out to the critical loss 

angle. On reaching 1-LR the .directional distribution begins . .to assume the 

contour of a normal mode distribution. Simultaneously with the directional 

distribution reaching 1-LR the spe.ed distribution begins to c:ssume.the form 

apprpached in the normal mode case with the passage of time. These effects 

are perhaps better shown by Figs. 6A and 6B in .which some of the later 
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distributions are plotted on.an expanded· scale, and by Figs. ?A· and 7B in 

which some normal mode and som~ peaked-in-angle curves· are shown on the 

same plot. In Figs. 7A and 7B the curves have been normalized to 1. 000 

at x = 1, T = ·o to facilitate the compa.rison 'of their shapes . 

.In Fig. 8 the relative numbe~ of particles is plotted against T for the 

peaked-in-angle. distribution. The relative number of particles is seen to 

drop imtially at an extremely rapid rate to a plateau at about 0. 889, from 

w.hich a steadily increasing rate of loss sets in .at about T = 0.124. As shown 

in Figs. 5B, 6B, and 7B, the directional distribution begins to assume non-

zero values near f.LR between T = 0. 1245 and T = 0. 254 consistent with the 

o'nset of particle loss. 

The .initiaJ sharp decrease in the relative number of particles apparently 

results from truncation errors made by the computing machine in .calculating 

the various derivatives· of Eq. {53). The machine evaluated F at only ten 

equally spaced values of f.L {inclu,ding f.L = 0 and f.L = f.LR)' which makes it 

seem reasonable that the present computation was performed on too coarse a 

scale for the initial peaked-in-angle distribution. A particle verification 

of this explanation was obtained when.the derivatives F , F , F , F , and 
· X f.L XX f.LX 

F were ohtained analytically from the initial distribution function and 
f.Lf.L 

were used in computing the first. time step. This resulted in the elimination 

of more than .:half of the apparent particle loss obtained when the first time 

step was completely machine-computed. It is also likely that the 0. 1 

interval of x values used by the machine was slightly too coarse for the 

initial distribution function. This could account for the slightly higher 

initial rate· of loss in .the normal mode .d~':Stribution as illustrated by the 

off-the-curve point of Fig. 4. The truncation .errors seemed to disappear 

with time as the peaked-in-angle dist!ibution spread out and its derivatives 

were more accurately calculated by the machine. 
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Since the initial drop in the number of particles in the peaked-in-angle 

case' Sl(emed to be due to computational inaccuraci~s, the peaked-in,-angle 

curve of Fig. 8 was corrected by ignoring the initial loss and normalizing 

the other values of N by giving the plateau the value L 000. The values of 

N appearing in Table 3 are .. ~orrected values. The corresponding k values 

were.computed from the correc;:ted Nvalues on the assumption.that the particle 

loss is a sec.ond- order reactio11. Inspection of the k values reveals that they 

are increasing as the distribution approaches the form of the normal mode. 

Presumably, after sufficient time has pas sed, the loss- rate constants for the 

peaked-in-,angle and normal mode distributions .will become nearly identical. . 

TABLE 3. MEAN ENERGYx
2

, RELATIVE NUMBER OF PARTICLES N, 

APPARENT LOSS RATE CONSTANT k, FOR (UNSEPARATED) 

PEAK~D-IN-ANGLE CALCULATIONS, R = 3. 3 

k 
k k Calculated 

c~ .I ('1.11'3 ted on Calculated on on interval 

----z interval.starting interval starting between 
T X N with T = 0. 0000 with T= 0.400 successive T~S. 

0.0000 L 25 L oooo· ----- - ~--- -----
0. 0013 L 25 l. 0000 0.000 ----- 0.000 

0.0055 L 26 1. 0000 o.obo ----- .0. 000 

0,. 0166 l. 25 l. 0000 n.nnn 1111·---~ 0.000 

0.0599 1. 25 1. 0000 0.000 ----- 0.000 

0.1245 1. 25 1. 0000 0.000 ----- o.ooo 
0. 254 l. 26 0.9893 0 .. 043 ----- 0.084 

0.400 l. 28 0.9596 o. 105 ----- 0. 214 

0.480 l. 29 0.9396 o. 134 0.267 0.267 

0.560 l. 31 0. 9180 0. 160 . o. 295 o. 313 

0.640 1..33 0.8963 0. 181 0.306 o. 330. 

0.720 1. 34 0.8746 .0. 199 0. 316 0.346 

0.800 1. 36 o. 8534 ' 0. 215 0.324 0.355 

0. 812. 1. 36 0.8503 0. 217 0.325 
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However, inspection: of Fig. 8 (with necessary extrapolations) indicates 

that by peaking the .initial distr-i:Quti:bn:>. .one gains .a nearly constant additional 

amount of time for the containment of any given fraction of the p~asma·, at 

least through.the relatively early stages of the particle loss. Thus, in 

comparison with the normal mode, peaking the initial distribution. doubles 

the time required for a lOo/o loss of the initial plasma, adds about 50o/o to 

the time required for 20o/o loss. of the initial plasma, etc. 

X. NUMERICAL RESULTS .OF THE END-LOSS CALCULATIONS: 

THE SEPARATED SOLUTIONS
16 

The unseparated solutions illustrate the effects of varying the direct.ional 

distribution.function at constant mirror ratio~ As mentioned earlier, the 

unseparated solutions were also more accurate than the separated solutions.· 

However, the unseparated and separated solutions were in qualitative agree-

ment and the latter were useful for illustrating ;the. effects on the norhial 
. . 

mode distribution.caused by varying .the mirror ratio. 

The separated solution distributioll functions .for the mirror ratios 3. 3, 

10, and 100 are plotted in .Figs. 9A and 9B,' lOA anp. lOB, and llA and llB. 

The number of particles as a function ofT for each of those mirror ratios 

is plotted in Fig. ·12. Figures 9, 10, ll, and 12 show a diminishing rate of 

loss of plasma with increasing mirror ratio. Figures 9, 10 and ll also show 

that as the mi~ror ratio is increased there is .an increased build-up of both 

the·low- and high.:.energy region~ of the distribution furtcti.on with the passage 

of time. 

16T~is section is based upon numerical results oqtained by M. N. Rosenbluth, 

W. M. MacDonald, and W. Chuck. 
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Relative particle densities at various T 's and some values of the app~rent 

loss-:- rate constant k are tabulated in Table 4 for the different mir:ror ratios. 

A comparison of the ·k's of Table 4 (for R = 3. 3) with those of Table 2 would 

seem to indicate that the separabed solution gave a rate of--..los s about twice 

that given by the unseparated solution. The k's of Table 4 all seem to be too 

high for small T 's, which is probably consistent with the scattered points at 

small Tin Fig. 1? .. Tlv·~f;' rt:'i\.lltlii 11aam to indica.tc tha.t there ·wc.L'e l.L'UHI!al:lun 

or other errors at small T in the separated calculations, 

TABLE 4. TABULATION OF NAND k VALUES FOR THE 

SEPARATED SOLUTIONS 

R = 3. 3 R = 10 R = 100 

k k k 
(Calc 'd (Calc 'd Calc 'd 
from from from 
sue- sue- · sue-
cessive cessive cessive 

T N T t!ntries) ,T N T entries) 'T' N ,T en.h'ies) 

o. oo·oo l. 000 0.0000 L 000 Q.OOOO l. 000 
' 

0.0093 0. 961 0.0330 0.978 0.0407 0.962 

0. 0371 0.959 o. ll56 0. 941 0.486 0.1404 0.954 0.197 

0. ll26 0.926 o. 1806 o .. 92S 0.283 0. il3 o. 918 o: 151 

0. 1909 0.844 Q, 516 0. R4l 0. 1?..1 0.726 o. 876 0.170 

0.407 q. 716 0. 981 o. 864 0.766 0.334 l. 020 0.834 o. 196 

0. 661 0.629 0. 761 l. 248 0.694 0.353 

0.962 0.547 0.792 3. 41 0.470 0. 318 

l. 314 0.474 0.800 
' 

' 

On the assumption that the k 1s of Table 4 are inte·rnally. consistent, it is 

in,teresting to compare k's at the same Tfor the various mirror ratios. Inter-

polating in the R = 3. 3 and·R = 10 columns to compare with R = 100 at T = l. 020, 

one obtains the comparison 
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\ 
kl 0 0 : : 4. 0 5 : 1. 7 4 : 1. 0 0' .. 

1 . 1 . 
which suggests that- k .._;.log R over the above range of R because k oc log R 

would give 

k3. 3 .: klO : klOO : : 4 : 2 : l · 

Again interpolating in Table 4, one sees that the time required for N to 

decay to O.'\l74 when R = 10 is 2 .. 56 times as long as the time required when 

R = 3. 3. The number 2. 56 is to be compared with the reciprocal of the ratio 

of the k's discussed above, which is. 2. 33. 

XI.. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF THE END,..LOSS CALCULATIONS: 

THE SEPARATED SOLUTIONS WITH A SOURCE FUNCTI0~7 

The steady-state distributions in speed for R = 2 and R = 10, resulting 

from a constant.,.in.:.time a-function source at x = 1, are shown in Fig. 13. 

The effect on the distribution of varying the mirror ratio is quite apparent. 

In addition to the over-all magnitude of the distribution function being greater 
' 

at R = 10 than at. R = 2, at the larger mirror ratio there is a much gre·ater 

relative amount of both high and low energy.pa:rticRes. The mean energy of 

the particles corresponding to these curves is 1. 74 t;:i.mes the injection energy 

when.R = 2, and 2.19 times the injection energy vir:Q.en.R = 10. 

The particle dens:ities of these distributions are, for R = 2, 

··~(t) := 4. 13 X 10 7 

and for R = 10, 

h(t) = 5. 73 xlO 7 

E3/4 Ji 
------~-------------------------1 

(1. 000+ 0. l019log Ee.;. 0. 0340 log n)2 

(1.000 + 0.1019log E - 0.0340 log n)2 
e 

00 . 2 J M(x, t)x ·dx, 
0 

00 2 J M(x, t)x dx~ 
0 

17 
Th.is section is based upon. numerical results obtained by G. Bing. 

(56) 

(57) 
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These expressions are corrected to give values of n(t). that are consistent 

with the results of the unseparated initial-distribution type calculations. 

Equations (56} and (57} are derived in Appendix·A-3. 

At the steady state, for R = 2, 

00 
2 -3 J M(x} x dx = 2. 98 x 10, , 

0 

and, for R = 10, 
00 

I . 2 6 -3 M(x} x dx = 5. 3 x 10 , 
0 

which.means that, for R = 2, 

5 
nsteady = 1. 231 x 10. 

state 

and for R = 10, 

5 n = 3. 23 x 10 
steady 
state 

_E3/~Jt 
----------~----------------------1 

(1. 000 + 0.1019 log E - 0. 0340 log nf2 
e 

1 

1. 000 + 0,'1019 log E ~ 0. 0340 log n}2 
e 

(58) . 

(59) 

(60} 

(61} 

Division of Eq. (61) by Eq. (60) gives a: ratio of particle densities of 2. 62. 

The ratio of the logarithms of the mirror ratios is ~- 3 to 1, indicating that the 

steady-state particle density seems to vary less rapidly than log R. A tabu-

lation of some steady- state particle densities obtained with various injection 

cu:rrent.·:· P.ensities, assuming an injection .energy E of 100 kev and an electron 

energy -E of 1 kev, is given in Table 5. 
e 

XII. SUPPLEMENTARY CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE UNSEPARATED 

SOLUTIONS 

A number of supplementary calculations were made from. the unseparated 

solutions, among which were the relative number of particles remaining in th~ 

system, the mean energy of the particles, the relative numbers of part.icles 
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TABLE 5. STEADY-STATE' PARTICLE DENSITIES AT· SOME SELECTED 

VALUES OF THE INJECTION-CURRENT DENSITY; THE INJECTION ENERGY IS 

ASSUMED TO BE 100 ~-V AND· THE MEAN-ELECTRON ENERGY IS ASSUMED 

TO BE 1 KE.V 

(These values are corrected as described in Appendix A-3 to be consistent 

with the results of the unseparated initial-distribution type calculations.) 

I 

J, particles I em 
3 

particles/ em 
3 

sec n, 
R- Z . R-lO 

10
8 

4. 87 X 10
10 

1. 30 X 10
11 

.I 10 9 .. 1. 56 X 10
11 

4. 16 X 10
11 

' 10
10 

5. 01 X 10
11 1. 33 X 1012 ' i 

! 
10

11 
1. 61 X 10

12 4. 28 X 10
12 

I 
1012 S.l6 X ~0 12 1.37xl0

13 

10
13 . 1: ·66 X 1013 l3 ·4, 41 X 10. 

1014 5. 33 X 1013 1. 42 X 1014 

1015 1. 72 X 1014 4. 56 X 10
14 

I 1016 5. 51 X 10
14 

' 1. 47 X 10
15 

I 1. 78 X l~lS 
.. 

1017 . I 4. 73 X 10
15 

I .. 
! I 

! 
' 

in certain energy ranges, the charge-exchange r.eaction rate, and ~usion 
.. 

reaction rates. With the Ejxception of the fusion reaction rates the supple-

m entary calculations were made at each time step along with the computation 

of the distribution function. The calculation of the fusion reaction rates was 

so time consuming that it was 'made for only a few distributions, which were 

selected after the unseparated solutions had been allowed to undergo a con-
• I 

s iderable time- evolution; 

The r'e sults of the calculations of the relative number of particles 

remaining in the system and of 'their mean energy have already been discussed 
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in section IX and were given in Tables 2 and 3 

. -
Relative Numbers of Particles. in Certairi Energy Ranges 

The results of the calculation of the relative nuinber of particles in certain 

energy ranges are given in Table 6. Table 6. shows the absence of a time growth 

of much in the way of high-energy tails in both the normal mode and the peaked-

in-angle distribution. 

TABLE 6. RELATIVE NUMB.ERS OF PARTICLES IN CERTAIN ENERGY 

RANGES FOR THE NORMAL MODE AND PEAKED-IN-ANGLE UNSEPARATED 

SOLUTIONS 

··-
Relative number of pa-rticles in each energy 

.,. 
range 

~ 0-0.49 0 .. 49-1. 44 1. 44-2. 56 2.56-4.84 >4. 84 . 
T 

0.0000 3.4 65.2 30.3 1.1 3xlo'-S 

0. 0371 4.7 62.6 31. 3 1.3 
-5 5xlo···· 

0. 1126 6. 7 58.8 32.4 2.0 
. -4 

Normal lxlO .: 

mode 0.407 9.9 51. 8 33.7 4 .. · 6 2xl0- 3 

0.908 10 . .3 46.9 34.4 8.4 2xl0- 2 

o.oobo 3.4 65.2 30.3 1.1 3xl0- 5 

o~· oo55 3.4 64.5 31. 1 1.1 3xl0- 5 

Peaked- 0. 0166 3.7 64.0 31. 2 1.2 4xl0- 5 

ln- 0.0599 5.0 62.4 31. 2 1.4 5xl0- 5 

angle · 
0.1245 6.6 59.8 31. 7 1.8 lxl0- 4 

0. 254 0.0 56. 1. 32.3 2. 8 3xl0- 4 

0. 812 10. 5 48.3 33.9 7. 3. lxlO- 2 

··-
.,,Expressed in percent of total number of particles 

.. t ... t .. 

. , .. ,,Expressed in perce·nt o~ energy of peak of distribution 

J 
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Rates of Charge:-Exchange 

Because uncharged particles are not deflected by magnetic fields, any 

n·et+tral particles pre sent in mirror machines will travel freely from wall to 
. . . . . 

wall and will consequently be cold. The presence of any significant quantity . 

of cold neutral particles will provide an important avenue of e sc.ape for. the 
~ , . . 

hot ions. The mechanism of escape of a charged particle .is to pick up a 

neutralizing electron from a cold neutral particle, after which it may tr~tvel 

unimpeded by the magnetic .field to tlie: wall~ of the vessel. 

The, charge- exchange reaction rate is given by 

(62) 

where n is the neutral particle density, a is the charge-exchange cross 
n 

section, and 

(63) = av 

In·Eq. (63) -ci is taken as o-(x) rather than a(x ), because the velocities 
r 

of the cold neutral particles are presumed to be negligibly small in.com-

parison with the ionic velocities. 

One may se.e by ..l!;q. (6Z) tha,t for sufficiently high neutral particle densitie~, 

the charge-exchange mechanism can be the dominant means for losing the ion.s 

from. the mirror machine systems. 

Charge- exchange reaction rates, as represented by av , were computed 

at the following energies (corresponding to x = 1 in the distribution functton): 

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 65, 125, 250, 500, and 1000 kev. 

The cross sections used in computing the a'v's were obtained from 

measurements ma~e on protons impin,ging on H 2 gas. According to Jackson 
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and Schiff
18 

the only effect of changing the masses, for a given velocity, 

is to change the angular distribution of the resulting scatters. 

. 19 
For protons from 125 volts to 4 kev the data of Stedeford and Hasted 

were used. Below 125 volts the .ckross section.was estimated to be about 

1 5 . 10 -l 7 2 . h b ' f d. d w lf ' h f . x em on t e as1s o a curve c re 1te to o 1n t e paper o 

Stedeforq and·.Hasted. 19 This figure may be somewhat in error, but the 

values of F are sufficiently small at speeds calling for this value of the ·Cross 

seCtion that it should not lead to a serious error in av ' particularly at 

. 20 
8 kev and above. From 4· kev to 50 kev the·: data of Stier and Barnett 

were used. The data of Barnett and Reynolds
21

· were used in the 50- ·:to 

1000-kev region. Above 1000 kev the l/E
6 

variation of the cross section 

. 22 
indicated by the asymptotic form of the Brinkman.and Kramers calculation 

was used. 

The av's for several distributions are given in Table 7 for the energies 

mentioned above. It may be seen that except for energies greater than about 

2 50 kev, the av's· are relatively insensitive to ·the exact shape of the distri-

bution function. The cross sections are dropping very rapidly in the greater-

than-2.50-kev r·egion, as may be seen by inspecting the 6-function-in-.speed-

column of Table 7. Consequently, distributions that are spread out in speed 

will pro~uce markedly greater i:Tv 's in the high- energy region than will peaked-.. . 

in- speed distributions. 

18 Jacks~n and Schiff,· Phys. Rev. 89, 359 (1953). 
19 J. B. H. Stedeford and J. B. Hasted, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A227, 

466 (1955). 
20

P. M ·Stier and C. F. Barnett, Phys. Rev. 103, 896 (1956). 
21c. F. Barnett and R. K. Reynolds, Phys. Rev. 10'), 355 (1958). 
22

H. C. Brinkman and H. A. Kramers, Proc. Acad. Sci. Amsterdam 33, 
973 (1930). 
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TABLE 7. TABULATION OF .av's FOR THE CHARGE-EXCHANGE 

REACTION BETWEEN DEUTERIUM IONS AND DEUTERIUM ATOMS IN 

DEUTERIUM GAS (in crn
3 

/sec). 

a-funCtion 
E:.kev ln Normal Mode Peaked-in-Angle 

speed 
T = 0.908 T= 0.ll26 T=O T=O T=0.254 

1 4. 6x10 9 .. . -9 
7. OxlO 6. 2xl0- 9 6. lxlO -9 6. lxl0- 9 6 2 - 9 .. xlO 

2 1. lxlO 
-8 . -8 

1. 4xl0 1. 3xl0 
-8 . -8 

1. 3xl0 1. 3xl0 
-8 . -8 

1. 3xl0 

4 2. l.x.lO ' 8 
2. 5.x.l0 

8 . ' ,. 8 
2. 4.x.l0 2. 4:x.l0 

.. 8 . -4 . -8 2.. :A.lO 
. -4 .. - 8 
2.. xlO 

8 3. 4xl0 
-8 

3. 9xl0 
-8 

3. 7xl0 
-8 ·3. 8xl0 -8 3. S"xl0- 8 

3. 7xl0 
-8 

16 5. OxlO 
-8 

5. lxlO 
-8 

5. lxlO 
-8 

5. 2xl0 
-8 s. 2xl0·- 8 5. lxlO 

-8 

32 6. lxlO 
-8 

5. lxlO 
-8 

5. SxlO 
-8 5. 6xl0- 8 

5. 6xl0 
-8 

5. 4xl0 
-8 

65 4. SxlO 
-8 

3. 4xl0 
-8 

3. 7xl0 
-8 

3. 8xl0 
-8 . -8 

3. 8xl0 3. 7xl0 
-8 

125 1. 7xl0 
-8 

1. 7xl0 
..:8 -8 1. 7xl0 · 1. ·6xl0- 8 

1. 6xl0 
-8 -8 

1. 8xl0 · 

250 2. 8xl0 -9 6. lxlO -9 5. Oxl0- 9 3. 8xl0- 9 3. 8xl0- 9 5. 8xl0 -9 

500 Z. lxlO -lO 1. 7xl0 -9 1. OxlO -9 5. lxlO,...lO 5. lxlO -lO 
. -9 

1. 4xl0 

1000 5. 9xl0-: 12 4. 6xlO-lO 1.9xlO-lO -ll 
'4. 8xl0 . 4. Bxlo·-'ll 3. lxlo-10 

A sample calculation will illustrate the s:ort': .of vacuum requirements 

necessary to keep the charge-exchange loss rate less than the end-loss rate. 

If one assumes, for example. that one has a distribution correspondin'g to the 

normal mode at T = 0. 908, that the energy correspon~ing to x = 1 is 125 kev, 

that the electron .energy E is l kev, and that the deuteron density 1s 1014 ern-.~ 
e 

then by Table 2 and Eqs. (54) and (35) the end-loss rate will be 

dn 14 3 
- dt = 1. 5xl0 · deuterons/ ern ~ec . (64) 

If the charge-~xchange loss rate is to be less than the end-loss rate, then 

from Eq. (62), 

14 
n n a v < 1. 5xl0 . 

n 
(65) 
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-8 
Introduction of the appropriate ·value of crv from Table 7, .1.·,7. x 10 , then 

gives .for the neutral deuterium atom density 

n < 8. 8 x 10 
7 

neutral deuterium ~toms/ em 
3 

.' 
n 

(66) 

If the bulk of the deuterium is in the form of D
2

, the molecular density would 
. . 7 . 3 

have to be less than 4. 4xl0 molecules/em . If one assumes the neutral D2 
0 

gas to be at a temperature of 1000 K, this particle.: density would correspond 
. . . -9 

to a pressure of 4. 6xl0 mm Hg. 

Fusion Reaction Rates 

The fusiqn reaction rate is given by 

for .the DD reaction and by 

dn 1 2 -· 
dt = 2 n o-v 

for the DT reaction. In the case where nD = nT, Eq. (68) may be written 

where n = nD + nT . 

dn 1 2-
dt= 4 n crv, 

The ov's for the DD and DT reactic;>ns were calculated for energies 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

(referring to the energy of the x = 1,. particles) of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 65, 125, 

250, 500, and 1000 kev for Maxwellian and several peaked-in-angle and 

normal mode distributions. 

The crv's were obtained by substituting appropri;:i.tely tabulated values of 

the ... cross section a into 

21r v 
0 

. oo 1-LR oo 11: ·. 
2 R· J 2 J x F(p.,x) J J 

o o o -p.R 
rrv=-----------------------~----------------------------------------~------~---------------

(70) 
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(See Part B for a .discussic;m of the comput13-tional details, In tl,lrning to Part 

2 . 
B note that a(x ) · (v / JE) = v a(v ) = v. x a(v ). The transitio;n from Eq. (70) 

r o r r orr 

to the similar e:quation of Sec. VIII of Part B sho1:1ld then be apparent. ) The 

cross sections used in this computation were those of J. L. Tuck
23 

In order 

to obtain the av's at 500 and 1000 kev, Tuck's curves had to be extrapolated 

slightly. However, the extrapolated values of a used in the computation were 

less than the largest values and were multiplied by such small values ofF 

that any errors in the extrapolation;.should have had negligible effects on the 

calculated O"V. 1s. 

The results of the av computations are giveri in Tables 8 through. B .. It 

should be remarked that the computing machine code could handle only one . 

. velocity distribution, and consequently the av 's for the DT reacti;o.p we,_r~ 

computed with the assumption that all particles were ofmass 3. This 

assumption leads to mean relative velocities of the order of 10% too low for 

the DT mixture. The DT results in Tables 8 and 9 have been corrected for 

this effect, i.e., values corresponding to the estimated true mean .relative 

velocities have been entered in the tables. In the low-energy region the 

av 's are seen to be quite sensitive to the shape of the particle distribution 

function. Consequently this method of correcting the DT ~av's might not 

be sufficiently accurate for low energies except that the 'low-energy a's 

themselves are not accurately known. In ·the higher energy regions the av 's 

are less sensitive to the precise form of the distribution functions and this 

correction should be adequate. 

23 . . 
J .. L. Tuck, Los Alamos, LA-1190, May iO, 1951. 
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Tables 8 through 13 show that the fusion reaction rates are relatively 

insensitive to the shape of the distribution fun.ctions except at low energies. 

At low ·energ~es the fusion cross sections .are changing so rapidly that the 

presence or absenc.e of a Ma~weil.lian tail in the distribution ca:n· have approxiw 

mately a fifty..,.fold effect on the reaction rates. 

. . 24 
Arnold, Phillips, Sawyer, Stovall, and Tuck present so·mewhat higher 

values of the DT cross sections bel~w 120 kev than did Tu'Ck~3 W. B. 

Thompson 25 obtained a value. of 2. 6 x-10 -l6 em J/ sec for the· DT uv at 100 kev 

based on the cross sections o{ Arnold et al His value seems to be· some-

h t 1 . . h T k ,· 23 d h 1 1 . w a ow 1n companson w1t uc s an t e present ca cu atlon. However, 

all three calculations give about the same ··value for DT at 10 kev. Thompson 

-· -21 3 
gives a uv of 9. 3 x 10 em I sec for DT at 1 kev, to be compared with Tuck's 

-21 . -21 
4. 0 x 10 and the present calculations 1. 2 x 10 . The cross secti'ons change 

so rapidly in this energy region, however, that one should probably not 

anticipate better than order..: or-magnitude agreement. 
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TABLE 8. DD uv's IN cm3 /sec.FOR MAXWELLiAN,: ·NORMAL MODE 

AT T = 0, AND PEAKED-IN-ANGLE AT T·= 0 DIS.TRiBlfTIONS·; 

Note.: .·The energies listed below correspond to those particles of the 

distributions for which x = l. In the Maxwellian case the sp:eed distr,i-
2 ' . 

bution is e-x ; in the normal mode and peaked-in- angle distributions 
. . 2 . 

the. d d' t 'b · 0 · -lO(x-l) spee 1S n utlon at T = 1S e The mean energy of the 

Maxwellian distribution is l. 5 times the energy entr>; in the table. The 

:r:nea.n energies of the normal mode Qnd peaked-in-angle distrib.utions at 

. T = 0 are 1. 25. timeS the entry in the table. 

. ... 

Tuck's 
23 

Present Maxwellian i Normal Mode Peaked-in 
kev ·Maxwellian results results T::::!O angfe T = 0 

1 2. OxlO- 22 l. SxlO- 22 4. lxlO- 24 3. 7xl0- 24 

2 6; OxlO- 21 5. 3xl0:- 2l s.·oxlo- 22 4:0xl0- 22 

4 l.Oxlo- 19 -20 
8. 8xl0 . 

-20 
L 8xl0 · 

-20 
l. 4xl0 ·· 

8 8. 6x1o-JY 7, 4xl0-!Y 3, Oxl0-lY 2- l lfl -·lSI " X • 

16 
. • .. -1 R 
j', tsxlU 

. . -1 R 
j, bxlU · 

. ,., 1 R 
t.. lx!U 

. -1R 
!. 4x1U · 

32 l. 2xl0 -l7 l. 2xl0 -l7 8. 4xl0- 18 
5 .. 2xl0 

-18 

65 3. lxl0- 17 2. 9xl0- 17 2.· 3xio -l7 l. 4x10 -l7 

125 
. -17 
6. 4xl0 . 

-17 
5.6xl0 . 4. 6xl0- 17 

2. 7xl0 
-17· 

250 l. l:>(:lQ -l6 1. OxlO --16 8. Sxl0- 17 
5 .. lxlO 

-17 

l. 7xl0 -l6 -16 l. 5xl0 -l6 -17 
500 l. 6xl0 8. 4xl0 

1000 2. SxlO -l6 . 2. 4xlo- 16 2. 2xl0 -l6 l. 2xl0 -l 6 
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TABLE 9. DT av's IN cm
3

/sec FOR MAXWELLIAN; NORMAL MODE 

AT T = 0, AND PEAKED-IN-ANGLE AT T = 0 DISTRIBUTIONS 

(See· note with Table 8. ) 

DT 

23 i 

Tuck's Present Normal mode Peaked-in- I :~, kev Maxwellian results Maxwellian results T = 0 angle T = 0 

1 4. OxlO- 21 
l. :2xl0 

-21 
l. OxlO 

-22 8. OxlO- 23. 

2 .l.6xl0- 19 I. 8xl0 -l9 l. 5xl0- 20 l. 2xl0- 20 

4 
. -18 

3 .. 4x10 · 3. 3xl0- 18 6. Oxlo- 19 4. 7xl0- 19 

8 4.0xl0- 17 4.0x10- 17 l.3x10- 17 9. 6x10- 18 

16 
-16 

2. 4x10 . 2. 2x10- 16 l. 5x10 - 16 l. Oxlo- 16 

32 6. OxJo-16 5. 8x1o- 16 -16' 
6. 4x10 . 4. Ox10- 16 

65 8. 4x1o- 16 8. Ox1o- 16 9. 8x1o- 16 5.1x10- 16 

125 . . 6. 9xl0 - 16 8. 2x10 - 16 4. Ox10 - 16 

250 ---- 4. 9x10 - 16 5. 8x10- 16 3. Ox10- 16 

500 ---- 3. 1x10- 16 3. 9xl0- 16 z. 4xl0- 10 

i 1000 ---- 2.0x10- 16 2. 7xH)- 16 l. 9x10- 16 

I I ; 
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TABLE 10·: VARIATION WITH T OF NORMAL MODE uv's FOR THE DD 

REACTION IN COMPARISON WITH THE MAXWELLIAN O"V • 

I • 'i 
(See note with Table 8} 

.DDuv's 3 
em I s.ec 

Present 
E, kev .·T = 0.0000 T= 0.1126 T = 0.407 T=0.908 Maxwellian 

calculation 

~ 1 
-24 h c 10-24 - 2..3 2. 8xl0- 2..3 -2.2. 

1. lxlO . . -- JX 1. 4xl0 1. 5xl0 . 
i 

2 ·5. OxlO- 22 6. 3~10- 2 2. 9. RxlO 
-22- 1. 6xl0- 21 . _: 21 

5. 3x10 · 

4 1. 8x10- 20 2. 2x10- 20 -20. 
4. 3:X1o- 20 8. 8x1o-: 20 

I 
I 

2 .. 9xl0 

' 3.0x10- 19 3. 2x10- 19 3, 9xW- 19 5 .. Oxl0- 19 .· 7. 4xlo- 19 

I 
8 

16 2. lx10 -l8 

I 2. 3xlo-18 • 2·. 4xl0- 18 3.0~10- 18 -18 
3. 6x10. 

32. 8 .. 4xl0- 18 i 8. 4x10- 18 
9. Oxl0- 1 ~ 1. OxlO -l7 ·1. 2xl0:"' 17 

i 

2. 3x10- 17 i 
2. 3xl0 -l7 2. 4x10- 17 2.6x10- 17 2 .. 9x10:-17 65 

I 

I 

I 
4. 6x1d- 17 -17 4. -8xl0 - 17 5. 2xl0- 17 · . -17 

125 I 4. 6x10 5. 6x10· · 

250 8.8xl0- 17 8. 8x10 - 17 . 9. Oxl0- 17 9. s:X:1o -n l. OxlO 
-16 

500' 1. 5xl0 -lb 1. 5xl0 -lo 11. 5xl0 - 16 1. 5xlo- 16 1. 6xl0 -lb 

-16 ~. 2xlo- 16 2. 4xl0 -l6 . 1000 2 .. 2x10 2. 2xl0 -l 6 I 2.. 2xl0 -l6 

. . I 
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TABLE 11. VARIATION WITH T OF NORMAL MODE av's FOR THE DT . . 

REACTION IN ·cOMPARISON WITH THE MAXWELLIAN av. 

E, kev T = 0.0000 

1 1. OxlO- 22 

2 1. 5x10- 20 

4 6. Ox10- 19 

8 1. 3x10 - 17 

16 1. 5xl0 -l6 

32 6. 4xlo- 16 

65- 9. 8x10- 16 

125 8. 2xlo- 16 · 

2~0 5: 8xlo- 16 

500 3 .. 9xlo- 16 

1000 2. 7x10-: 16 

(See note with Table 8. ) 

DT av's 3 . 
em I sec 

T= 0.1126 T = 0.407 T=0.908 

1. 5xl0 7 22 3. 5xl0- 22 7. OxlO- 22 

1. 8x10.:. 20 2. 9x10- 20 5. Ox10- 20 

7. 2xl0- 19 l.Ox10- 18 1. 6xl0 -l8 

1. 5xl0 - 17 2.0xl0- 17 2. 5xlo- 17 

1. 6xl0 - 16 1. 8x10 - 16 2 .. 2x10- 16 

6. 7x1o- 16 6. 7x10- 16 6.9x10- 16 

9. 7x10- 16 9. 4x10- 16 9. 2xio - 16 

8. 2xl0 - 16 
8. 2xl0 -16 8. lxlO - 16 

5. 9xlo- 16 5. 9xlo- 16 5. 7x10- 16 

3. 9x10- 16 3. 8xlo-16 3. 8xlo- 16 

2. 5x1o- 16 2. 5xl6- 16 2. 4xlo- 16 

Present Max-
wellian calc. 

1. 2x10- 21 

1. 8xl0 -l9 

3. 3x10- 18 

·4.0x10- 17 

2. 2x1o- 16 

5. 8xlO -l6 

8. Ox10 -l6 

6. 9xl0- 16 

4. 9x10 - 16 

3. 1x1o- 16 

2. Ox10- 16 
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TABLE 12 

VARIATION WITH T OF THE PEAKED-IN-ANGLE av's FOR THE DD 

REACTION IN COMPARISON WITH THE MAXWELLIAN av. 

{See note with Table 8. ) 

DD i:Jv 's 
3 

em /sec 

Present 

E, kev T = 0.0000 T=O.Ol66 T""0.0.599 'I = 0.124!) 
Maxwellian 
·calculation 

. . , ... . .. ····· ... 

l 3. 7xl0 
-24 4. J:x..lo- 24 5. lxlO- 24 . -24 

7. 5xl0 · L Sxl0·-?.1. 

2 4. Oxl0;.. 22 
4.4xl0 

-22 5. lxlO- 22 6. 6xl0- 22 . . -21 
5. 3xl0 . 

4 1. 4xl0- 20 
1. 6xl0- 20 1. 8xl0- 20 ' -20 

2. 2xl0 , . 8:. 8xl0- 20 

8 2. lxlO -l9 2.3xlo- 19 2. 7xlo- 19 3. Oxl0- 19 7. 4xlo- 19 

.16 1. 4xl0 -l 8 1. 6xl0 -lS 1. 8xl0 -l8 2.0xl0- 18 3. 6xl0 -l8 

32 5. 2xl0 - 18 5. 9xl0- 18 6. 7xl0 -l 8 7. 6xl0- 18 1. 2xl0 -l 7 

65 L 4xl0- 17 1. 5xlo- 17 1. 8xl0- 17 2. OxlO - 17 2.9xl0- 17 

125 I 2. 7xl0- 17 3. lx10- 17 
3. 6xl0 

-17 -17 
4. lxlO ' 5.6xl0-17 

250 I 5. 1~10- 17 5. 8xl0- 17 6; 7xl0- 17 7. 7xl0- 17 1. OxlO :-l 6 

500 8. 4xl0- 17 9.6xl0- 17 1. lxlO -l6 1. 3xlo- 16 · 1. 6xl0- 16 

1000 1. 2xlo- 16 1. 4xl0 -l 6 · 1. 6xl0 -l 6 1. 9xl0 -l6 2. 4xld- 16 

" " 

., 
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TABLE 13. VARIATION WITH T OF THE PEAKED-IN-ANGLE crv's FOR 
'1 
I . .·· -

THE DT REACTION IN COMPARISON WITH THE. MAXWELLIAN 'crv. 

(See note with Table 8.} 

DT crv's 
. 3 

em I sec 

E, kev . T = 0.0000 T = 0.0166 T = 0.0599 T=0.1245 
Present 
Maxwellian .Calc 

1 8. OxlO- 23 9.5xl0- 23 L 3xl0- 22 1. 7xl0- 22 1. 2xl0- 21 

2 1. 2xlb- 20 1. 3xl0- 20 1. 5xl0- 20 2. OxlO- 20 1. .8xl0 -l9 

4 4.7xlO-l9 · 4. 9xl0- 19 6. Oxl0- 19 7. zxm- 19 3. 3xl0-18 

8 9. 6xl0- 18 1. lxlO -l7 1. 3xl0._17 1. 5xH) -l7 -17 
4. OxlO . 

-
1. Oxl0- 16 1. 2xl0 -l6 1. 4xl0 -l6 1. 5xl0 -l6 2. 2xlo- 16 

16 

32 4. Oxlo- 16 4. 6xlo- 16 5. lxlO -l6 5. 8xlo- 16 5. 8xlo- 16 

65 5·.lxlo- 16 5.8x1o- 16 6: 9x10- 16 8. Ox1o- 16 8. Ox1o- 16 

125 4. Ox10 - 16 4. 8x1o- 16 
5. 8x10 

-16 7. Oxl0- 16 6. 9x10- 16 

250 3. Ox10- 16 3. 6xl0- 16 4. 4x10- 16 5. 3x10-16 4. 9x10- 16 

500 2. 4xl0 - 16 2. 8x10- 16 3. 4x10- 16 3. 7x10 - 16 3. 1xl0 - 16 

1000 1. 9x1o- 16 2. 2x1o- 16 2. 4x10- 16 2: 6x1o- 16 2. Ox10- 16 

I 1 
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APPENDIX A-1 

A demonstration that .v x B · 'V f = 0 implies an azimuthally uniform . . - - -v . . -

1 "t d" "b . f t" '. a£ 0 ve oc1 y 1stn utlon unc 10n, 1. e., o<j> = . 

Let ~i be a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field. Then, 

B = B~r Let ~2 and ~3 be two more unit vectors forming with ~l a m\J.tually 

orthogonal set. ·:.Then, 

(a£ a£. a£ \ 
B(~x~l). 'Vyf = B(v3~2 -_v~3). \8vl ~1 + 8v2 ~2 + 8v3 ~3} ·-

a£ a£ 
v - -·v- .· 

3 av 2 2 8v3 

Now, by assumption, 

of(~~)-' ~(vr= v cos 8, v2= v sin 8 cos <j>, v 
3 

= v sin 8 sin cp) 
= 0' ~----··· 8<j> 

which means 

af(v) a£ . . a£ . 
:---0 ,~.. = 

0
-- V Sln.8 (- Sln <j>) + -

0
- V Sln 8 COS <j> 

. 't' v2 v3 
8£ 8£ 

v 3 av 2 + v 2 .Ov 3 ' 

and therefore 

v x B . 'V f = _ a£ 
- -v ar.p = o. 

APPENDIX A-2 
1 

Deri v,ation of the relationships between the actual time t and the various 

T:'s of the initial-distribution (i.e., rio:.:. source) type calculation. 

:By (31), (A.-l. 1), 

T = J;"-At, 

where 

I oo 1-LR 21r 2 
A = n 0 J J J F 0 (!J., v)v d<j>df.Ldv = 

0 -ll 0 . rR . 
n/2· 3 

2lTV 
0 

(31), (A- 2. 1) 

00! 2 J R Fo (!J.,x)x d!J.dx 
0 

-1-LR (34), (A-2. 2) 

·. 
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and where r was defined 'in. Eq$. (21) to be 

4 2 r= 4'1T e ln p/m . (21), (A-2. 3) 

D was defined by Eq. (18) as 

-----=2=-- 2 2 2 2 112 
= .(m v /e ) A = (m v I e r (kT /4'1T ne ) 

,rr D rr 

(18), (A- 2. 4) 

B·ecause Dis a very large number, ln Dis quite insensitive to relatively 

small errors in the evaluation of D. 
2 

Hence, m v 
· r·r 

is set equal to 3:kT, :.and kT in 

turn is. set equal to the energy of the plasma electrons, E . Thus D becomes 
e 

D = 4. 90 x 1014E 312 n-l/2 , (A-2. 5) 
e 

where E is in kilovolts and nisin particles/cm
3 ; and r becomes, 

e 

changing the logarithm to the base ten, 

4'1T e 4 · · ll r = -----,;,2- X 2. 30 log D = .1. 374 X 10 log D 
m 

ll e 
, . ( E 3/2 ) 

= 1. 374 x 10 !4. 69 + log nl/2 

= ~- 02 + o. 1374 log Ee~::) x w12 

n . 

= 2. 02 x 10
12 

(1. OOO·+ 0.1019 logE 
e 

0. 03.40:log: ·.p). 

on 

(A-2.6) 

The partic::le densities usually considered for mirror machines range from 

. ll 14 -3 . . . 13 -3 
about 10 to 10 em , centering perhaps around 10 em , and the deuteron 

energies usually considered range from: abc:;mt 10 to 10
3 

kev. For reasons 

involving the transfer of energy, the _mean electron energies will probably 

range from about one to one hundred kilovolts. For a p4rticle density of 10
13 
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-3 12 
em and an electron energy of one kilovolt, r = l. 127 x 10 . For a particle 

density of 10
13 

em-
3 

and an electron energy of one hundred kilovolts, 

. . . 12 
r = 1~ 540 x 10 . 

In evaluating A one notes that 

v ~2E = 
o '···m 

23 . -9 
2x6.02xl0 x l.60xl0 El/2· 

2.015 

= 3.09xl0 
7 

E
112

, 

~here E is the deuteron energy in kilovolts. 

A= 
2. 69xl0- 2: 4 . 

Consequently, 

n 
0 

E3/2 

(A- 2 .. 7} 

(A- 2. 8) 

Various values of A arise from the various F 's considered. These A's are 
. 0 

evaluated below. In all cases (except those with a source function for which 

F = 0) F is of the form F (f.L, x) = M (x)S (f.L)· 
0 0 0 0 0 

-100 f.l2 
In the peaked-in-angle case S (f.L) = e 

0 

R = 3. 3, A. = 2, 

2 
In all cases M (x) = e -lO(x-l) :-

. 0 

In the normal mode case where 

S ( f.l) = ( -1) Q ( f.l) = l - .t= ln ~ 
0 l 2 1-f.L 

(A-2.9) 

For the other normal mode cases, 

(42), (A-2.10} 

whe.L·t: u·.'-
l 

(47), (A-2.11) 

CJ.nd 2 ~ R(R-1) 
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For R = 10, A = l, 

(A- 2. 12) 

And for R = 100, A = 0. 5, 

So(f.L) = 1 _ e-198(0:995 -lf.LI ). (A-2.13) 

The integral in the denominator of Eq. (A-2. 8) then becomes 

(A- 2. 14) 

For all cases, 
00 2 J e-lO(x~l) x 2dx = 0.588 (A- 2. 15) 

0 

For the peaked-in.-angle case, 

f.LR. 
J S

0
(f.L)df.L = 0. 0886 (A-2.16) 

0 

For the normal mode case R = 3. 3, A = 2, 

f.LR 
J S 

0
(f.L)df.L .= 0. 601 . (A-2.17) 

0 

For the normal mode case R = 10, A = l, 

f.LR 
j S (f.L)df.L = 0.896 ,. (A-·2.18) 
0 0 

and for the normal mode case R = 100, A = 0.5, 

f.LR 

j S
0

(f.L)dp.= 0.990. (A-2.19) 
0 

By combining Eqs. A-2.1, A-2. 6, A-2. 8, and A-2.15 through A-2.19, :we 

obtain ·the following conversion factors from T to time, t: 

... 

... . ,. 

. ,.In co.mbining these equations n was set equal ton . This is not quite . .o 

true, of course, and r changes slowly with time. However, for ·a loss of 
i 

90% of the initial plasma, r would change by ,only 3% . 
I 
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For the peaked-in-angle case, 

9.58xl09 
t = --::;---;::~,---,---;:o--:-~:::--";---;::;-----;.,...-,...,....,..:,.--.,----.-

. . (1. 000 + 0.1019 log Ee- 0. 0340 log n
0

) 

For the normal mode, R = 3. 3, X. = 2, 

Fo·r the normal mode, R"" 10, A. = 1, 

. 10 
t = 9. 71 X 1_0 

(1. 000 + 0. 1019 log E - 0. 0340 log n ) · e o 

and for the normal mode, R = 100,. A. = 0. 5, 

l. 071 X ~0 11 
t =-=~~~-=--=-~~~~~-~~~~~-~--(!. 000 + 0.1019 log E - 0. 0340 log n ) e o 

-- T 
n 

0 

. 3/2 
E 

n 
0 

n 
0 

T 

T ' 

-- T n 
0 

(A- 2. 20) 

. (A- 2. 21) 

(A- 2. 22) 

(A-2.23) 

In all the above equations, t is in seconds, E and E are in kilovolts.t and n e · o 
- . . 3 

is in particles/ em . 

For ease in comparing the various results given in Part A of this report, 

-~the above T 'shave ·been adjusted s.o that in all cases the results a:rP. t.ah11lrt.tP.rl 

or plotted assuming 

10 
t _ 1. 000 X 10 

- (1. 000 + 0.1019 log E - 0. 0340 log n ) 
e o 

. E3/2 

n 
0 

T. (3~), (A,;: 2 •. 24) 

Equatfon (A-2. 24) applies- only to the results presented in Part A. The T 's 

of Part Bare those of Eqs. (A-2. 20) and (A-2.21). 

. 13 3 
ForE= 100 kev, E = 1 kP.v1 r~nd n. = lO particles/em , En, (/\..:2. ~4) 
· e u ·.r. 

indicate's that t in seconds is equal to 1. 792 T • 

APPENDIX A- 3 

Derivation of expressions .conn-ecting the ·time t with the time parameter 

T s' and the particle density with the -distributi?~n·function, for the separated 

solutions with a source function. 
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In the calculations made with Eq. (51), 

·where 

G 
4rr M

2 + !_ G M + -1
- G M - 2._ A. M + K(x, T ), 

2 . XX XX X 2 X X 2X 3 S . 

T = rAt, 
s 

. UCRL 5651-T 

(51), (A-3. 1) 

(A-3. 2) 

the normalizing factor A was connected to the injection current density. 

Since the initial particle density was presumed to be zero in the cal-

culations with a source, A naturally could not be related to an initial particle 

density. However, as before, A does connect the particle density n with the 

distribution function used in .the calculation: 

(A-3;3) 

The source function .K(x, T ) was also defined to give t_he injection current 
. s 

den!:;ity lhn:Jugh a con.nection with A: 

j . l ) =A· 4~v03 f
00

K(x)x
2
dx rR S(fJ.)dfJ., 

partl~es 
0 0 

em T· 

(A-3.4) 

, 
J =rA·=A'"' 

(
partjcles) J 

em sec 
(A- 3. 5) 

In this calculation the s.ource function K was taken to be constg.nt in tinie 

and a o-functi on in speed: 

K(x,t) = K(x) = K o(x-1) 
·o 

(A-3. 6) 
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so that 
co 00 

J K(x)x
2

dx = JK
0

o(x-l)x
2

dx = K
0 

• 

0 0 

Substitution of (A-3. 7) into (A-3. 5) led to 

K = o· 
J 

(A- 3. 7) 

(A-3. 8) 

K was chosen rather arbitrarily to be 10-
4

. Choosing K merely scaled the 
0 0 

size of the M(x) 1s to be dealt wi·th in the calculation. 

The normalizing factor A was evaluated fr.om. (A.-3. 8): 

(_ ') 1/2 . 

A= ~ttv 
0

3 r J: S(fL)dfL • 10"4 
_(A-3.9) 

0 

Substitution of (A-3. 9), (A-2. 6), and (A-2. 7) into (A-3. 2), noting from 

(A.:. 2. 18). that /R S(fi)df.L = 0. 896 for R = 10,· and similar.ly that rR S(f.L)df.L = 
0 0 

0~ 466 for R = 2, gave for R = 2 

1\' 

t = 
. 3 (E3 /4) - T s 

2, 9 2 X 10 l 2 --------·------,-.-----.-1/~2 
---;rT2 (1.000 + O.l019log E - 0.0340 log n) 

I 

' . (49), (A-3. lU) 

e 

and for R = 10 

t. ·.::;· 4. 05 xio 3 (E 314
) ____ . ___ T_s ______ ---;-......-

.. · . \ J 1/ 2 (1.000 + 0.1011) logE - 0.0340 log 11)1/ 2 
(50), (A-3.11) 

e 

Making the above substitutions in (A-3.3L.g_a.v.e; for R = 2, 

7 
n(t) = 2.92xl0 

r~.nc:l for R ;:; 10 

E3/4 Jl/2. 

1/2 (1.000 + 0.1019log E - 0.0340 log n) 
e 

vj . 2 J M(x, t)x dx, 
0 

7 E3/4·Jl/2 oo 2 
n(t) = 4.05 xlO 

172 
J M(x,t)x dx. 

(1.000+0.1019logEe- 0.0340logn) o 

(A-3. 12) 

(A-3.13) 
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In. the discussion .of the initial-distribution-type .separated solutions, it 

was pointed out that the apparent paJ;ticle loss-rate constants were about 

twice as big as the loss- rate .constants of the unseparated solutions. Appli

cation of the implie.d correction of approximately /2 to the particle densities 

.gave, for R = 2, 

7 
n(t) = 4. 13 x 10 

and for R = 10, 

. 7 
n(t) = 5.-73 xlO 

/nu 

E3 /4 jl/2 oo 2 
----. -------·....,..-....,.._,1....,7,....2-. J M(x,t)x dx~ 

(1.000 + 0.1019log Ee- 0.0340 log n) o 

. . l/2 
(1.000 + 0.1019log E - 0.0340 log n) 

. e 

00 . 

J M(x,t)x
2 

dx . · 
0 

(A- 3. 14) 

(A-3.15) 
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B- COMPUTATIONAL PART 
. . . . . 

This discussion will be restricted to the unseparated solutions of Eq. (27) 

of Part A because they prese~ted the much greater number of computational 

dificurties. Also,. any difficulties associated With the simpler separated 

solutions tended to carry over into the more complicated approach. 

The basic equation, Eq. (27) of Part A, had the form: 

( 
2 2 ) (1-!J. ) - (1-~ ) -, . G . G F 

L.. !J.X. . fJ. . fJ.X 
X · X 

'( . 2 2 ) 
+ - (1~~ ) G••x- !J.(l-4 ) G - -T G + ~ G F ' 

r- 2x !J.!J. X X X . jJ. jJ. 

where 

and 

As shown in· Appendix B-1, G(!J.,x) may be transformed to 

where E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, 

k =Vp/ q , p = 4xx 1 .~ ~l-1-1 12 , and 

2 2 2 . 2 ~ PP) q=x +x' -2xx'l-ll-l'- l-1-1 1-~J.' .. 
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F is subject to the conditions: 

F(f.L,x) = 0 for f.L = f.LR' 

T=O 
F(f.L= 0, X~ 1)- l, and 

F(f.L,X) = F(- f.L,X) 

I. NUMERICAL METHODS USED 

The partial differential equation was solved riume ric ally by converting 

it to an explicit centered difference equation. The factoring done here was 

only ·for convenien~e. 

+ B ((fT ( f.L+ 1, x+ 1)- FT (f.L -l,.x+l)- FT(f.L+ 1, x -1) + FT (f.L-1, x-1)) 

. 4~f.L~X . . 

. . - 4 
where A= x G , 

XX 

C = (1 - f.L 
2

) f G + xG - f.LG ] , L f.Lf.L X f.L 

- [ . 2 J D --; x (1 - u. )G + 2xG - 211G , 
~ f.Lf.L X . f.L 
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. ' 

. ' . 

E =- 2x(l- tt 2)G -tt(l-tt 2 )G -2tixG -f 2G , 
r- !J.X r- r- !J.!J. r- X !J.' 

andGI'= [GT (p.+t,x)-G T(p.-l .. x) 0 Llp. 

Gx= [GT(!J., x+l) - GT(!J., x-1)0.6:x . · 

G!J.!J. =[GT(!J.+l, x) - 2GT(!J.,x) + GT(!J.-1, x)0.6:!J.)
2 

Gxx =pT(!J., x+l) - 2GT(!J.,X) + GT(!J., x-l)v(.6:x)
2 

·. . 

G I"' = [ G T(p. +!, x+l) - G T(p.-1, x+l) - GT (p. +1, x-1) + G T(p.-1, x-ll] f6p. 6x . 

The G(!J.,x) integral was caiculated numerically by Weddle's rule for inte:--· 

g :r;ation. (.This .is a quadrature formula which may be fo'UI:ld in a,ny sta,nda,rd 

' 
nt1;me rical analysis reference. ) . 

+ !J;· . 

(w.)F(jii..1 ,x! )q
1
/
2

E(k) 
1 1 J 

!J. -- !J. R . 
where 

k = iPTci". 

The .complete elliptic integral, E(k), was solved by use of Landen's trans

formation. [See Hancock, Harris, ·Elliptic Integrals· (Dover Pub!.· Inc., N.Y., 

1958)·-~J 
. 2 . [rr J [ k 0 K1 K · K.., . K · K"' · K3 J 

E(ko} = ~- I I (l+Ki~ . l- -2- (l+ 2 + -~2. z"" + -:-:-J. 2 · t. 2 · 2 + '.. ' 

where 

This was calculated on the machine by "nesting": 
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II. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The use of central differ:ences demande4 values of F(f.J., x) and G(f.J., x) at 

. 11 - ..6.u., u.R + ..6.u, x - 6.x, and x + ..6.x, ,where x rel?resents x = 0 and 
'o · ' ' ' o · · max · o 

f.1 repr.esents f.1 = 0. 
0 

Since the. basic equations were symmetric with respect to f.l.• the boundary 

conditions at f.1
0

.were immediately apparent. 

At f.1
0

, F(f.1
0

- .6.f.1, x) = F(f.1
0 

+ .6.f.1, x) and G(f.1
0

- .6.f.1, x) = G(f.10+ Af.J., x). 

At f.J.R' F(f.J.R' x) = 0, and therefore no proble:r:ns occurred at these points. 

F(f.J.R' x) was constant and F(f.J.R·~· .6.f.1, x) could be easily calculated using F(f.J.R' x) 

and G(f.J.R' x). Note tp.at G(f.J., x) did not depend upon .central differences and could 

be calculated for any point at which an F(f.J.~ ~) existed. In .the f.1 - .6.f.1 cas~, 
0 

the G(f.J., x) already .existed and. its calculati'on would have been superfluous. 

Similar methods were employed .at the x and x b.oundaries. F(f.J., x ) 
o max o 

and F(f.J., xm~x) were not calc.ulated by th.e partial differential equation,· there-

fore ma~ing F(f.J., x + .6.x) .and F(f.J., x - .6.x) th~ limits to which the basic · o . · max 

equation was effective. 

, For physical r~asons,. discussed in Part A, F(f.J., x ) was set equal to zero 
. 0 .· . 

for a.ll times. Therefo:re 

at x = 0, 

At xmax an attempt was made to simulate roughly the changes occurring 

in nearby F(f.J., x) 's. ·F(f.J., x - ) was allowed to chan'ge in proportion to 
m.<LX. 

F(f.J., x - .6.x). maY 

At X ' max 

T T + .6.T F (f.J., X ) 
max 

F(f.J., X ) = ---'·-~---
ma:x: F T( x . - C.x) 

. f.l.• max 

T+ .6.T 
F(f.J., xmax- 6x) 

This X boundary condition solf:J:c::ed when the initial distribution functions max · . . 
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were not sharply exponential near x . · . max 

III. STABILITY CONDITIONS 

The rapidity of advancement of F(!J., x:) with respect to time was subject 

to the most rigid of the following restrictions on t:.T: · 

x 4(6.x) 2 4 x4(6.~2 4x;~x 1 6.T < 6.T < 4x t:. ~J-6.X 
' ,6. T < 6.T < 

A p; c 

4 
and 6.T < 4x t:.~:: 

E 

The terms involving A, B, and C proved to be the most stringent of these 

conditions. 

Since G(!J., x} assumed its lowest values at small values Of !J. and x, the 

dominating restrictions occurred at x = x + t:.x. 
0 

In actual .practice these stability conditions were not sufficiently rigorous, 

but provided .a useful estimate~ As an exa;mple, for one problem these 

equation's yielded t:.;T < 0. 00045. Instability occurred during trial runs using 

t:.T = 0. 0004 .and t:.T = 0. 0002, but by using t:.T = 0. 0001 there was no trouble. 

This instability can be easily recognized by erratic behavior of the F(!J., x) 

grid in the !J. direction .at small values of x. 

IV. MACHINE CALCULATION 

The .difference equations were coded for an IBM 704, with an 8192-word 

memory. 

Special efforts were necessary when coding the numericai integ~ation of 

the G(!J., x) integral because of its time-consuming n~ture. The equation was 

broken down to avoid as much 'recalculation as possible. 
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F (f.L.' , x! ) A .. 
1 J 1J 

where 

(in A .. the negative f.1 's are included). 
1J 

1/2 . 
q. . E(k) .. 

1, J 1,] 

-·· 

UCRL-5651-T 
., 

For every point (f.L·• X;) there are (#(+f.L)" #x)A .. 's .. ,. Note that A .. is not a 
1 J 1J 1J 

function--ofT. These numerous :A .. 's were calculated once for a given set of 
1J 

(6. fl.• 6.~, #fl., #xT-~nd stored on tapes. A complete G(f.L, x) grid could then be 

calculated at any time during a problem in only 1 to li minutes, depending 

upon the size of the grid. ) 

When the equations .had been completely coded and were applied to specific 

problems it b ec:ame apparent that G(f.L,x) need not be .calculated at every time 

step. When ~x and 6.f.1 were chosen to be .approximately 0. 1, stability conditions 

·allowed only small values of 6.T and therefore the F( fl.• x) grid advanced very 

slowly with respect to T. G(f.L,x) was not very sensitive to changes in F(f.L,x), 

especially when F(f.L,x) changed slowly. 

After the method of G(f.L,x) calculation was determined, the F{f.L,x) equation 

presented no special coding problems. For· machine computational purposes 

the fonY1 of the F{f.L,X) equation wao exactly as follows: 

T+6.T · [ ( ~ ( - ) T . 6.T . 4 T 2 A c :T 
F(f.L,x)= F (f.L,x). +-4- · 81rk F (f.L,.X) - 2 2 - . 2 F (f.L,X) 

· . 2x {6.x) (6.f.1) 

+ { A 2 + D ) FT (f.L,X + 1) + ( A 2 - D ) FT(f.L,x-1) 
\(6.x) 2 6.x (6.x) 26.x 

+ ( C 2 + E }FT(~+1, x) +( C 2- E )FT(~-1,x) 

+ 4~€~x (;~: + 1, X+ 1) - F T(~- :~~: 1) - z;:~ + 1, x-1) + FT (~ -1, xc j?J 
>:<#(+ f.L) design~tes the numb.er of values of positive f.1 incluc;led in the co:rnpu

tation and #x designates the number of different x values included in the compu
tation. 
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF All CE 

START 
PREPARE FEED SOURCE I Nl TIALIZE - Aij TAPES ----=-- FUNCTION CODE PARAMETERS 

INTO PROBLCM 

IS IT TIME TO CALCULATE 
RECALCULATE YES G(,u.,x) 

G (,u.,x) ? USING Aij 
TAPES 

NO 

' 

ADVANCE 
F(,u,x) 
wrt TIME 

.. 

IS IT TIME YES EDIT 
·TO EDIT? (INTERPRETATION 

OF R.ESU LTS ) 

NO 

T = Tmax! J 
YES 

STOP " 

NO 
M!JL-10297 

Flow. Diagram of Alice. · 
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T=O 
F(!J.,x) at T = 0 was calculated manually sinc'e the initial function F(f.L,x) = 

M(x}S..if,L) varied with:'each problem. Other variables were ~!J.• ~x, and #x. 

The #f.L .was restricted to 10 angles from 0 to f.LR· Since the equations were 

symmetric with respect to f.L• this meant 19 positive and negative angles. The 

maximum #x permitted was 49. 

As the F(f.L, x) grid slowly advanced with respect to T, the peak of the 
. . f.1 . . 

distribution function flattened out and Jx J R F(!J.,x)x
2

d!J.dx diminished. The 
0 0 

values of G(f.L,x) became smaller, the values of A, B, C, .5, and E became 

smaller,· and the stability conditions permitted a larger time intervaL For 

this reason the stability conditipns were incorporated into the code and ~ T 

was allowed to increase as soon .as possible. Only the 3 most stringent 

conditions were used in the cod-e-those involving A, B, and C:; 

In.checking for machine errors we relied primarily uponlooking at the 
. ( 

edited output. A test in the code for negative values of F(!J., x) was designed 

to find obvious errors. 

The edited output of T consisted .of supplemerttary1 integrals based upon 

the distribution function,. and the actual F(f.L,x) g:dd~ ·. 

V. SPECIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS USED FOR A 

COARSE GRID 

A special problem arose· whe·n we· us·ed a peaked:in-angle· initial distribution 
. 10( 1)2 . . 2 

_function, F(!J.,x) = e- x- · e-lOO!J. . At large values of !J. and x the F(!J.,x) 

grid was exceedingly coarse. When this grid (i.e., this two-dimensional table 

of F vahl.es) was given to the code, it was discovered that not even qualitative 

results could be obtained in.this region. The equations thoughtfully chewed these 

coarse values or a time, dige·sted them and then informed us that the F(!J., x) 1s 
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at these points were getting smaller. These F(fJ., x) 's continued to decrease 

untiL they could no longer be expressed as floating point numbers and had to 

be set equal to zero. As the F(fJ., x) grid was advanced with :respect toT it 

became apparent that the grid did not wish to merely approach zero in the 

re;gion fl 3 to fls and x 16 to xmax' but rather it desired t.? be zero in this region. 

Hand calculations showed that B F , which was negative at these points, 
fJ.X . 

was making the major contributions to .6.F. BF was the only term in which 
fJ.X 

F(fJ.-1, x-1) occurred. Wherever .F(fJ.-1, x-1) was considerably larger than 

F(fJ., x) and its neighbors, 6F(fJ.1 x) was negative. 

Since such loss of particles at large fl and large x was physically unrealistic, 

it was decided to use special zero boundary conditions to force the grid to 

simulate the physical ;model. Then the major part of the grid, which was not 

so coarse, could be calculated normally. 

The special boundary conditions were applicable in two different cases. -

They helped to prevent zeros and they promoted ·:growth in zero regions. · 
-:r+6T 

If the equa.tions prod~ccd .::tn EW,; x) = 0 wh~n FT(f.L, x) had not been zero, 
.-+6T 

:T 
F (fJ., x) was made proportional to its neighbors in .the same way that F (fJ., x) had 

been. This prevented zeros in most instances. 

If FT(fl, x) had been zero, the grid was encouraged to grow by calculating 
T+6T T+6T 

· F(fl, x) proportional to its neighbors. This F(fl, x) was usually zero also, but 

occasionally it would extend the nonzero part of the grid. 

These zero boundary condtions forced growth at zero boundaries contrary 

to the actions of the F(iJ., x) equations, and consequen,tly perturbations occurred 

which made the results erroneous in this region. However, the magnitude of 

the F's, erroneous or not, was so small.in this region as to be essentially 

ZJero for all physical purposes. Also, comparis.on with a rough fixed-point 

calculation showed that this region had little or no effect on the main part 
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of the grid, that is, the less-radically exponential part, and that our results 

weJ;"e. reasonable. 

SUPPLEMENTARY CALC ULA TI ONS 

The preceding sections were devoted to advancing ·the F(J.L,x} grid with 

· T + .6T 
respect to time and resulted only in new grids F(J.L, x}. The following sections 

concern supplementary calculations based upon the new grids. The calculations 

were performed with every edit. 

Weddle's rule was used for numerical calculation of almo·st all of the 

integrals. The only exceptions were in the estimates of relative particle 

density between restricted J.L ranges and x ranges. For the integrals over 

restricted ranges, rough summations were·used. 

VI. PARTICLE .DENSITY 

If nR is the relative number of particles remaining in the mirror machine 
I 

a.t time T, then 

V.:here 

and 

T 
:n - z,ztr 

T .n 
nR = -r=O 

n 

In addition, estimates·were made· of relative particle density between 

restricted J.L ranges .and between :rest:rir:ted x ranges. 

z .. 2rr 
X? J.LR . 

n = f J x
2

FT(J.L,x)dJ.Ldx xo N 
xo J.Lo 

2. 2rr 
xl2 .· J.LR 

f J 
. 2 ·-r 

n = x F (J.L,x}dJ.L~ 
X?. N 

X? J.Lo 
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2·2'1T 
n ---

x22 N 

X 
max 1-L . 

J J R 2 :r 
x x · F (j..L, x)dj..Ldx 

22 1-Lo 

lll ll1~~.::· .::qualiull~ N is d. HUl'Ulcill:l..iug Iciciur. Thel:ie were uurrnali:l.etl in 

T=O T 
two ways: N = n and N = n . 

Mean Energy 

The mean energy wa·s represented by 

VIT~. CIIARGE-EXCIIANGE RATE 

For this calculation the neutral {>articles wer~ presq.med to be cold, i.e., 

v s:: 0 making v ~ v, so that the av for charge exchange could be written as n r 

where N is a normalizing factor. av was normalized in two ways: 

T=O T 
N = n and N = n . 

The term av was calculated at energy levels 1, L., 4, 8, 16, 

250, 500, and 1000 kev. 

•) J 
Jt.., 

The O'(x) cross sections for these energies at intervals of 6x = 0.1 were 

stored in 704 memory. Since b.x = 0.1 was chosen.for all problems run here, 

interpolation was never necessary and this calculation consumed a very negligible 

amount of machine time. 
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VIII. FUSION REACTION RATE 

This was a11- exc.eedingly long computation when reduced to numerical 

methods. The othe:r supplementary calculations were easily incorporated into 

the code .of the basic .equations, but this was coded .separately. Becatise the 

code is not dependent upon the previous equations,· it seems useful to sketch 

the development of these equation$. 

Fusion reaction rate was defined as 

1 2- 1 2-
R = 2 n av for DD, and R = 

4 
n av for· 50-50 DT, 

where n is the total number of reactant particles. 

The values of av were calculated from the equation 

~ 
00 IJ.R 2 . 00 IJ.R 1T 2 . . J 

21T J 2 J ..;, f(!J., V) r J 2 f VI f(!J. 1
, V 1) • V O"(V )dcj>d!J. 1dV 1d!J.dV 

0 0 6- 0 r r -
. . IJ.R . . 

av = 

where 

v r c t2 + v •
2 ~ 2vv '(iJ.iJ.' + .p- ~-I'- •

2
) cos .p J 112 

. 

The divisor .is a. normalizing fac~or causj_ng n~rmali?iation with resp.ect to the 

number of partiCles present. 

The substitution .v = v x was made,· where 0 . . 

W . 7~ v = = 3.10xl0 'JE 
0 

2 
By taking a(xr ) · xr rather.than a(xr) from cross section graphs, a square 

root calculation was avoided in the most repeated part of the calculation. 

v a(v ) 
r r 

2 
- a(x ) 

r 

v 
0 



crv = 

where 

and 

v 
0 

.JE 
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2 2 2 . . v=-1~ 
X = X + X ! - 2:x..x I ( fl fl 1 + 1- fl ~ 1- fl 1 - ) C 0 S cp 

r 

V O = 3.10 X 10 
7 {E. 

UCRL 5651-T 

It was desired that rrv PD and "O'V'IDT be each calculated for eleven different 

energies: l, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 65, 125, 250, .500, and 1000 kev. This was done 

2 
by use of 22.different a.-vs-x tables. The a.'s were derived from cross sections 

r 
23* 2 due .to J, L. Tuck. Unequal intervals of xr were used to allow simple 

trapezoidal interpolation, and a fairly elaborate search p~ocedure made the 

process as efficient as possible. 

After ·Weddle's rule was applied and terms we.r'e r.nll.P.r.t.P.n, t.hP. P.ssf'n.t5.::~) ~ 

of this cumbersome equation could be symbolically written .as 

where C stood for constants, N was only subject to the F(fl, x) distribution 

function, and Sf!X (the quintuple integral) was revealed as the heart of the 

c.alculation. 

crv = rn 
-·-

3 2 3 2 3. 
• 2 · 2 · (- 611) • (- 6x) (-

10 ' 10 10 
") 

[ 
3 3 ~ 

2 7T • 2 ( - 611 ) · ( - 6x) J 10 ' 10 

'''Reference 23 of Part A 

6 cj>) v ol S 

. fEJ • ->-m--ax_-~.~~fl;_· R--F-.-. -=-=2-

x 1!n-- . lJ 
0 0 

'. 
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where 

and 

F .. 
1J 

2 
F .. = w.x. w. F(fJ.·• x.). 

1J J J 1 1 J . 

2 
w..~-.a(x ) .. "', 

't' r 1J 't' 

In the code, the F .. 's were calculated first, then .a great deal of time 
1J 

was :consumed by the calculation of SfJ.x's with respect to the 22 different 

2 ci tables, the finally the C and N factors were computed and used to get 

the 22 different: ov's. 

As a time preserv~ng measure, the ·code could handle concurrently · 

several F(fJ., x) grids having equal L::..fJ., L::..x, #flo and #x. In one particular case, 

ov ca~cula~ions for normal mode and for peaked-in-angle distribution 

functions at various T·1s were performed sirriultaneousiy. Computing time 

was saved because t w cj> • 
. 0 

F( fJ.,x) grid. 

a(x 
2 

) did not need to be recalculated for each 
. r 

As .a check for hidden machine errors, the code printed the partial· sums: 

X. tt. X +uR . 
'"':1 max r 1T 

S . ~F ~ ~ F ~ ( 2 ) 
fJ.Xpa.rtial = Lx- .L_ ij ~ ~ ij 4r w~ a xl' · 

o fl-o o fl-R · . 

The fusion reaction rate calculation was straightforward and simple. 

The only coding problems involved were the method of a selection and the 

minimizing of calculation .time. 
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APPENDIX B-1 

ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL IN G(f.L,x) EQUATION 

2tr[2 2 r:-2 ~. ll/2 
= £. [ +v' -2vv'f-Lf-L'- 2vv''Jl-f.L \f-f-L' cos cj>J .. dcj> 

. r,-2_~ - ]1/2 
; Zvv'~l-f.L ~1-f.L' _cus cj>. -dcp 

Let 

arid 

Then 

Since 

2 . 2 
l + cos cj> = 2 cos l/2 cj>,. let 13. = l/2cj>, then l + cos cj> = 2cos 13 and dcj> = 2dl3, 

where 0 ~ cj>~ 2tr and 0 ~ 13 ~ tr . 

This can be written 

f2tr l/2 f.1T [ p 2 Jl/2 . 
vrdcj>_=2q 1- cosl3 -dl3. 

0 0 q 
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~ ~ 
Let '( = 2 - 13· Then cos l3 = cos ( 2 - y) = sin y, and dl3 = - dy, where 

. ~ ~ 

0 .::;;: A .::;;: ~ and - ~ '' ~ - -
t-'. ' 2 1 2 

The equation now becomes: 

~ 

2~1/2 f 2 [1 - E. 
. ~ q 

2 

Since sin y is squared, the integral is symmetric about y ,= 0. 

2~ ~ [ . . ]1/2 1/2 2 . . .2 . . J v r d <I> = 4q . J 1 - E. s 1 n '( d '( . 
0 . 0 q . 

1/2 . 
sin2~J d~ is a complete elliptic integral of the second kind 

so that the integral over cp can be written: 

where 

k = ~p/ q 
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A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
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or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
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B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 
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Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
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with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




